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Plates X.,  XI. 
The present paper contains  descriptions  of 4 new  genera  and 62 
new species of  South African Spiders  contain  eel in the Collection  of 
the South African 1\'[useum. 
With the exception of 3 new species  of PI'Q(Zidomidw,  all  of  them 
belong  to  the groups  Mygcblo1JlO1'Ph(1J  (Migidce,  1 n.  sp.;  Cteniziclce, 
1  n.  gen.  and  5  n.  spp.;  Barychelicl!J3,  2  n.  spp.),  Cribellat(1J 
(Uloboricl(1J,  1 n.  gen. and 3 n.  spp.; Dictynirlce,  4 n.  spp.; Eresicl!J3, 
6  n.  spp.) ,  and  Ecribellat(1J  Haplogynce  (Sicariicl(1J,  19  n.  spp.; 
Dyscle1'iclce,  1  n.  geu.  and  11  n.  spp.;  CCbponiiclce,  1 n.  gen.  and 
8 n. spp.). 
FAMILY  MIGIDlE. 
MOGGRIDGEA  NIGRA, n. sp. 
2  ~  ~ (Nos.':' 12761-2) with their nests, found in a wall at Ashton, 
Robertson  Div.,  Cape  Colony,  by  1\'[1'.  T.  O'Connor in May, 1903. 
Very closely allied to M.  coegmMis,  PUl'c.  (Ann.  S.  Afl'.  Mus., vol.  iii., 
p.71). 
COIOUT much  darker, dark brown  to  nearly black, the 2  posterior 
pairs of legs and the patellre of  the 2  anterior pairs a little lighter; 
under surface (also of  abdomen) pale  ochraceous 01' greenish  ochra-
ceous, the coxre of the pedipalps and the labium reddish-yellow  . 
. Carapace longer  and less  l'otundate, its  width  not more  than 1i 
times that of the ocular area (the width of the carapace in M.  coegensis 
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being almosh twice that of the ocular area), its lenghh equal to or less 
than that of the fourth tibia and metatarsus. 
Total length (including  chelicera) 19 mm.; length  of  carapace  8, . 
width 6t. 
Nests.-The nest  consists  of a longish  oval  sack, which was  evi-
dentlyembedded in  the  mud wall. . The  opening  is  placed  at  one 
end of the longer sl1l'face,  so  that the  door when  closed lies parallel 
to the long axis of the sack.  The door itself is D-shaped, thick and 
rigid, but thinner at the edge, like that of  ]J£.  11w7'CZnx,  Pnrc. (Ann.  S. 
Afr.  Mus.,  vol.  iii., p.  70,  fig.  1),  but with  a  narrower hinge.  The 
upper surface of  the door  is  covered  with  mud  an(l  small pebbles, 
while the lower surface  is  lined with white web and is  slightly con-
cave, becoming convex only towards the margin.  The centre of  the 
under surface is either without pits or is provided with several pairs. 
Length of a nest 50 mm., width at 10 mm. from  opening 16.  Width 
of  door taken parallel  to  hinge  21~, at  right  angles  to  hinge  16t; 
width of hinge 16!, thickness of door in middle 2t; width of carapace 
of occupant 6t. 
FAMILY  OTENIZIDlE. 
GEN.  IDIOPS, Perty  .. 
IDlOPS  PUNGWENSIS, n. sp. 
1 d'  (No.  13576)  from  the  north  side  of  the  Pungwe  River  in 
Portuguese East Africa, about 50  miles  east  of  U mtali, at an  alti-
tude  of  about  2,100  feet (D.  L. Patric7c).  Very  like  Ctenolophtts 
Q7'egoei  (Pure.,  Trans  ..  S.  A.  PhiI.  Soc.,  vol.  xL,  p.  352,  1902),  but 
differing principally in the following respects ;-
Oolow'  pale ochraceous, in  parts, especially  the posterior part of 
the cephalic area  and  the anterior pair  of  legs, rufescent, the  tibiro 
of these legs deep red on the inner  side at apex;  granular areas  on 
cephalic portion  of  carapace  infuscate;  under  side  pale  yellowish; 
abdomen pl1l'plish-black above. 
OClTapace granular, with  a  pair of  spines  posterior  to  the  ocular 
area; its length equal to that of  the  metatarsus and i  of the  tarsus 
of first leg.  Ocular area  short, its  length  only slightly exceeding t 
of the distance  from its anterior margin to the middle  of  the fovea. 
Area formed  by the four  anterior  eyes  decidedly wider behind  than 
ill  front,  its  length  scarcely  In- times  its  posterior  wic1th;  frontal 
eyes  very  prominent,  somewhat  conically  pointed  above,  close 
together but  separated by a deep  cleft.  Posterior median  eyes  3-4 New  Genem  and  8pem'es  of 8mtth  AJ1'ican  Spiders.  11 7 
times as  far  from  one  another  as  from  the  lateral  eyes, the latter 
regl1larly  oval  and not  attenuated behind, scarcely reniform;  area 
formed by the 4 median  eyes  much wider  than long  and only very 
slightly wider behind than in front. 
Pedipalps.-Tibia moderately tl1rgid, its  length  more  than twice 
its height (which is equal to the length of  the tarsus) and less  than 
twice the length of the patella, the short  spines and spinules border-
ing the notch irregularly uniseriate in the distal half of the band but 
about 4-seriate  in the broad proximal half, which  ends  behind the 
middle of the under surface.  Tarsus with an apical group of spines, 
its outer distal  angle  producecl  into a narrow lobe; process  of  bulb 
large, very thick, the distal portion curving forwards and concave in 
front, the apex broad, rounded externally but angular internally, and 
provided behind with a short curved spine. 
Legs.-Ta1'Si I.-H. with 0 inner  ancl  3-4 outer  spines, HI. with 
2  anterior  and 3 posterior  spines, IV. with 1 inner  and 4-5 outer 
spines.  1l'fetctta1'sns  I. slightly  curved  and  slightly thickened near 
the  middle, its  inner  side  not  concave  and only slightly thickened 
near the  middle where it is unarmed or provided with a short spine, 
the apex with 2 spines;  outer  side with 6 inferior  spines, extending 
to near base.  Tibia I. a little shorter than the metatarsus. 
Stemal sagillct  small, submarginal, the posterior pair a  diameter 
and a half from the edge.  . 
Ohelicera with two well-developed rows of  teeth below, each com-
posed of  3-4 large teeth alternating with two  small teeth, the  rows 
of equal length. 
Total length (including chelicera) 12 mm., length  of  carapace 4fh 
length of £rst tibia 3*,. 
GEN.  CTENOLOPHUS, n.  gen. 
Allied to Idiops.  Chelicera with a single row of large teeth below, 
the teeth of  the outer row  being  reduced  to  a  few  small  posterior 
denticles remote  from the anterior end of  lower margin;  the apical 
process  rather  large  and  well  developed.  Posterior  row  of  eyes 
pl'ocurved, the  lateral eyes  emarginate internally, the area formed 
by the 4 median eyes wider behind than in front in the  ~.  Labium 
slightly  (type)  or  more  considerably  broader  than long, with  2-4 
apical teeth in a single row.  Sternum with 2 pairs of small marginal 
sagilla.  COXal  of third pail'  of  legs without (type)  or with a strip of 
stout setre along hind margin of  uncler side;  anterior  cox re without 
spinules on  ~he sicles. 
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.  Type:  O.  kolbei  (Purc.) (Trans.  S.  A.  Phil.  Soc.,  vol. xi.,  p.  353, 
1902,.s1tb Acanthodon). 
The following species also belong to this genus ;-
O.  kentaniws ( ~), O.  spi?'icolct  ( ~), O.  c?'egoei (rJ')  and O. pectini-
pal  pis  (rJ'),  (Purc.),  all  described under Accmthodon.  In the two 
latter  (males)  the  area  formed  by  the  4 median eyes is  parallel-
.sided. 
The following is a synopsis of the South African Icliopincc':'  known 
to me:-
a.  Uncler sicle of  chelicerl1 with both outer I1ncl  inner row of  teeth well c1evelopeel 
I1ncl rel1ching to ilistl11 11ll1rgin. 
(t'.  Tibil1 of thirc11egil11presseell1bove I1t  bl1se (Gen.IIdigmome?·uH).  Sell1tiDistr., 
Trl1nsvn,111  "  ? H.  c~t!'e)',  '1'  Purc. 
br •  Tibil1 of thirc11eg not illlpressed n,bove I1t  bn,se (Gen. ItliolJs). 
a2 •  ~  ~. 
a3•  Anterior sl1l'fn,ce  of  coxre  of  first  two  pn,irs  of  legs  thickly covereel 
with  short, shn,rp  spinules.  At·Ol~  forlllecl  by the 4  meclin,l1  eyes 
broacler behincl thn,J1 in front.  Umtnli, Mn,shonn,lancl. 
I. Q1Cl'.licolo)·  (Purc.). 
bl.  Ooxre  of  legs without spinules.  Area formed by the  4 mec1iml oyes 
pn,rallel-sielec1.  .Tohl1nnesbul'g  "  . .  I . .fryi (Pm'c,), 
lp.  is.  Portuguese East Africl1 (Pungwe River)  .r.  l)1tllgl/lellsi.~, n. sp. 
b.  Uncler sicle  of  chelicerll>  with an inner row of  4-!l  strong teeth, which extenc1s 
f1'Om  clistal margin to micl<1le,  1111(1 is flankecl on outer side at posterior encl by n, 
very short single 01'  c10uble series of teeth. 
a4•  SternuI)l  with 2 pl1irs  of  sn,gilla,  the anterior pail' marginl11, the posterior 
pail' ml1rgimtl  01'  subml1l'ginn,l,  at  most about  their  own length from  the 
lateral  margin.  Uucler  sicle  of  chelicern,  with 2-IJ  snmll  01'  minute outer 
fll1nking teeth in l11ic1c11e. 
as.  Abclomen soft·skinnecl (Gen.  CtenololJ7!1IS,  n.g.). 
aG•  ~  ~. 
a7•  OOXI1 of  thirc11eg with a strip of  stout spiniform setm along pos· 
terior nml'gin of lowcr surface.  Frontal eyes large and Vel'y close 
together j  ocu111r  area long, almo.st  11  of  the length of  the carn,· 
pl1ce.  Kentl1l1i Dist!'.  C.  lwntanic1l8  (Purc.). 
b7.  Ooxa  of  thircl  leg  with  slenc1er  setm.  Frontal  cyes  further 
I1pl1rt,  pll1cec10n quite scpl1mte  tubercles jocular I1rea short, less 
thl1n i!; of thc length of the campace. 
C~8.  Abclomen with setigerous tubercles above.  Size largcr.  Ken· 
tl1ni Disk.  C.  kolbei  (Purc.). 
b8•  Abelomen  without  tubercles  above.  Size smaller.  Kentani 
Dist!'.. .  O.  H1Ji-ricolct  (Purc.). 
* The generic position  of  the following South African species  is not known to 
me: Aca.nthollon tlaveolwl!, lwmiltoni, ochreolll1n, anc11J)'eto)'im, Poc., Idiol)S  tho)'elli, 
O.  P. Oambr. 
t  H.  liese!'ti,  Pocock  (Ann.  Mag.  N.  H.  (7),  vol.  vii.,  p.  28!l,  1(01),  from the 
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a9•  Distal portion  of  process  of  palpal organ  flattene(l  antI  broad, 
strongly bent.  Durban  ..  "  O.  cl'egoei (Pure.). 
b9•  Distal portion of  process  of  palpn,J  organ  slender  antI  subtereto, 
slightly curved.  Zllluland  "  . .  O. lJectillillalllis (Purc.). 
bS.  Abdomen hard.sldnnea above (Gen.  Galeosol/la).  Johannesbmg. 
~  G.  sClltatum, Pnre. 
b4•  Sternum with 3 pairs of sagilla, all of them remote from the margin.  Uncler 
siae  of  chelicera  with 2  (sometimes  1)  powerful  outer  flanking  teeth  in 
miclc1le,  sometimes  accompanietl  by  a  smaller  posterior  thirc1  tooth  (Gen. 
GOl'gYl'cll(L). 
a'O.  Coxa of first leg with  large c1enticulate area, which  is  almost as exten· 
sive as that on  coxa  of  8eeom1  leg.  Van  Rhyns  Dorp  ant1  Nltmaqua-
land Divs...  ~  G. namaqllenSi8, Purc. 
/i
tO
•  Coxa of  first leg without (Ienticlllate area, or  this  area very mueh less 
extensive than that on coxa of seconclleg.  Hanover Div. 
~  G.  scl!l'eil1el'i, Purc. 
GEN.  ANCYLOTRYPA, E. Sim. 
ANCYLOTRYPA  CORNUTA, n. sp. 
1  d'  (No.  12801)  from  Dunbrody,  Uitenhage  Div., Cape  Colony 
(Rev. J. A. O'Neil). 
Cololl1'.-Campace  and  chelicera  reddish·  brown ;  sternum  and 
legs  yellowish-brown, the latter  paler clistally;  abdomen blackened 
above  and  at  the  sides,  pallid  below,  the  lung·  opercula  and the 
spinners pale yellowish. 
Cm'apace  as long as the metatarsus and tarsus of  first leg,  and  as 
the  metatarsus  and *  of  the tarsus of  fourth  leg,  provic1ecl  with a 
few  black  spines and fine  setre  behind.  Om£lcw  a1'ec~ over 2t times 
as wide as long and a trifle wider behind than in front; both margins 
of  anterior row  of  eyes  (seen  from  above)  a  trifle  procurved,  the 
median  eyes  rather  small,  much  smaller  than  the  laterals,  and 
scarcely, if at all,  longer than the posterior laterals ; posterior row of 
eyes as in A.1J1lsilla, Purc. (Ann.  S. Afr.  Mus., vol.  iii., p.  27, 1903), 
except that the median eyes are oval.  . 
PeclipallJs.-l!'6111l1l'  produced at apex  above  into  a  short  obtuse 
horn,  behind which are a pair of  low  tubercles;  palpal organ much 
as in A. pnsillct, except that the spine is longer, with the thick basal 
portion also slightly (spirally) curved. 
Lcgs.-Tani scopulate, I. with  a  double (irregular) row  of  about 
14 small,  stout  spines  below,  beside  a  distal  spine  on  the  outer 
surface; II.with about  7 inferior  but no  outer  spines; HI. with 
1-2 dorsal and about 7 outer and 3 inner spines, besides  1-2 in the 
scopula;  IV. with about 4 spines along  inner lower edge,  8 (several 
paired) along outer lower  edge,  and 5 smaller ones  in the scopula. 
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pairs  slightly  curved;  I.  with  13-16  rather  short  spines  below, 
roughly arranged in 2 rows,  the inner surface with a strong mesial 
spine besides; n. with 6 outer  and 3 inner spines below, besides  a 
mesial  one  on  the inner  surface.  Tibia  1.  very  slightly  curved, 
scarcely longer than the metatarsus, with 5 rows  or  spines, viz., an 
outer row Ol  3,  an outer inferior row of  6,  an inner inferior row  of 
4-5, and an inner row  Ol  3,  besides  an odd apical  ane1  sometimes  a 
basal spine situated between the two latter rows. 
Posterior  spinne?'S  with. the  apical  segment  acuminate,  slightly 
longer than the middle  one. 
Abdomen with numerous short spines above. 
Steinctl sctgillcL slightly nearer to the margin than in A. lJUsilla. 
Total length 9t mm.;  length of  carapace 4. 
GEN.  PELMATORYCTER, Poc. 
PELlVIATORYCTER  PALLIDIPES, n.  sp. 
1  (f  (No. 12780) from Matjesfontein, Cape  Colony, Octobel', 1903 
(W. F. P.). 
OOlO1L1'.-Cal'apa,ce pale ochraceous and lightly infusmtted in places 
on  the  thoracic  portion,  the  cephalic  portion  brown;  chelicera 
darker  brown; legs,  sternum,  coxm,  and  abdomen pale yellowish, 
the 4,  distal segments Ol  first leg reddish, the sternum slightly inflls-
catec1 at anterior and lateral margins, the abdomen blackened on the 
dorsal surface and round the group of spinners; hairs black. 
OctmpctlJe as  long  as  the tibia  ane1 t the metatarsus, but slightly 
exceeding the metatarsus  and tarsus of  first leg,  and a little shorter 
than the  metatarsus  and  tarsus  of  fourth  leg;  postel'ior  marginal 
spines  subsetiform, present  above  the  coxm  of:  fourth  pair of  legs 
only, the posterior surface with a few sigmoid spines. 
OCUlcL1'  ctTeCL  a libtle wider  behind than in Tront;  the  ttnterior row 
slightly  procurvod,  the eyes  eglli-distant,  the laterals large,  about 
i  longer than the medians; the posterior row strongly recurved, the 
lateral eyes long, oval, distant about their own length or slightly less 
from  the  anterior  laterals  and  a  little  longer  than  the  [tuteriol' 
medians;  posterior  mec1ian  eyes  slightly oval,  about  two-thirds  as 
long as  the laterals. 
Peclipalps  as  in P.  nig1'1:ceps  (Purc.)  (Tl'ans.  S.  Afr.  Phil.  Soc., 
vol.  xL,  p. 358, 1902), except that the spine of  the palpal organ is  a 
little longer than the bulb. 
Legs.-TctTS11S I. rather thinly scopulate, lightly concave  on under 
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being convex along  under side and more  densely scopulate, n. also 
unspined,  IH. with  1  dorsal  spine,  IV.  with  0-1  spine  on inner 
surface  at  apex  and 20n outer  surface.  Metatarsi I. and H. not 
scopulate,  I.  slightly  concave  along  both  inner  an(l  under  sides, 
under surface  with  0-1 inner (basal) and 3 outer spines, outer sur-
face with 1 inferior apical spine, and inner surface with 1-2 (mesial 
and basal) spines;  HI. and IV. with small  apical patch of  scapular 
hairs.  Tibi(.  I.  as  long  as  the metatarsus, the  under side  with  a 
double  row composed  of 5 outer  and 4 inner spines, the outer side 
besides with 1 and the inner side with 5 other spines. 
Abdomen ,yith some long setifol'lll spines at base above.  Posterior 
spinners with the apical segment subequal to or slightly longer  than 
the middle segment, these 2 segments together longer than the basal 
segment. 
StenutZ sctgillc. as in P. nigl'iceps (Pure.). 
Total length (including chelicera)  12~ mm. ; length of carapace 5t. 
GEN.  SPIROOTENUS, E.  Sim.';: 
1.  SPIROCTENUS  l'ALLIDIPES, n. sp. 
Specimens.-6  CS  CS  anc1  18  ~  ~, all  achilts,  collected  at  Touws 
River Station, Worcester Div., by my wife, Mr.  R.  M. Lightfoot, and 
myself in August, 1903. 
Closely  allied to  S.  liglltfooti,  (Pure.)  (Trans.  S.  A.  Phil.  Soc., 
vol.  xi.,  p.  363),  which  it  resembles  in  most  l'espects.  . 
00101[1' pale yellowish, the chelicera reddish ochraceons, the cara-
pace often faintly infuscated, the dorsal surface of the ahdomen with 
a well-defined  pattern composed  of  a  series  of  arcuate, transverse, 
black  or  purplish-black  stripes  united  by  a  median  longitudinal 
stripe, the anterior stripe  not  expanded into tt lal'ge patch; sides  of 
abdomen  and  under surface  without marks, excepting a black spot 
above and sometimes a smallel'  one in front of  each of  the posterior 
spinners;  legs  very  pale  yellowish,  concolorous,  the  femora  not 
darker than the distal  segments. 
~ S'.  Oarapace as long  as  or  slightly longer than the  tibia  and 
t the metatarsus of  fourth leg, but a little  shorter than 01'  sub equal 
to  the tibia  and  metatarsus  of  first  leg;  fovea  a  deep  transverse 
•  Acconling to  SimOll Spil'OctCllllS, E. Sim. = HCl'lIlachastes, 1'00., anel I may aelel 
th!tt Bemmel'is lJl1l'ilalill11, E. Sim. (Bull. Soc. Ent. Fr., 1902, p. 42). is evidently an 
immature  example  of  1:lel'lIlacilastes  colUinlls,  Poe.,  while  OtenollCIIl1!8  pect'iniuel', 
E. Sim. (iui(l .• p. 43),  is also a young HCl'lnachastes.  Both these genem, therefore, 
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(rarely  slightly  re curved)  cavity.  Anterior  lateral  eyes  oval,  not 
large,  and  about  as  long  as  the  strongly  convex  anterior  median 
eyes. 
Ohelicem  longish, with  the spines  and spiniform  setre of  the ras-
tellum  in  a  single  row,  numerous  but  not  very  densely  crowded 
together;  the  under  surface  (measured  along  the  groove)  longer 
than the median length of  the sternum;  the outer row or teeth very 
feeble,  composed of  5-9 minute  granules, occupying not more  than 
the middle thil'cl of the inferior groove, and less (generally much less) 
than half as long as the inner row. 
Poste?'i01' spinne1's with the apical  segment as long as the penulti-
mate one or only slightly shorter. 
Labitb1n with 0-4 apical teeth.  Ooxce of pecUpalp8 with few  (2-14) 
teeth at base. 
Legs  without  scopulm.  MetatCL1'S'b  I.  and  H.  with  2  (rarely  1) 
inner and 3-4 (rarely only 2)  outer  spines  below  (the  outer  apical 
spine  being  generally  duplicated);  H.  with  1-2  superior  inner 
spines as well;  IV. and  generally also  Ill. with  an infero-posterior 
apical  tuft  of  2-4  small  spiniform  setm  placed  between  2  stout 
spines.  Tibicv  I. and n. with  0-1 inner  and 3 outer  spines  below 
(the  proximal  ones  slender  and  oIten  setiform  at  apex),  aml  1-2 
slender  spines  in  upper  part of  inner  surface.  OlCtW8  of  anterior 
legs with 5-6 (rarely 4)  teeth in the basal row, and 5-7 small  teeth 
in the row nearest the axis  of  the leg, these rows  overlapping for  a 
small portion of their length; claws  of  fourth leg with 4-6 teeth in 
the basal row and 3-5 in the distltlrow. 
rs  rs .  OCtrapcwe  a  little  longer  than  the  first  but  eonsiderably 
shorter  than the fourth  metatarsus.  Fovea  slightIy recurvec1. 
Ohelicera with the inferior  groove  subequal to or longer  than the 
median length of the sternum, the inferior teeth· as in the  ~ . 
Lctbimn muticous.  Ooxce of pecUpaZps  with 0-6 teeth at base. 
PeclilJC6lps.-Spine  of  palpal organ  longer than the  bulb, conical 
and thick in basal half but slender and filiform in the distltl part. 
Legs.-Ta1'8i muticous, lightly curving upwards distally, the under 
surface with rather thin scapula, which is distinctly divided in I.-HI. 
by a row,  and in IV. by a narrow band of  bhwk bristles.  MetatwJ'si 
1.  and n. straight  or  lightly  incurved,  their  under  side  sparsely 
scopulate distally and  provided  with 2 inner and  4-5  outer spines, 
the outer surface  besides with 2-3 upper  spines, and the inner  sur-
face  with  1  distal  ancl  1  nearly  straight  mesial  spine;  tU.  also 
sparsely  scopulate  distally;  IV.  with  very  few  or  scarcely  any 
scopular  hairs.  Tibia  I. only  slightly or  hardly  at all  incrassated 
distally, spurred  as  in lightfooti,  but more  numerously and stoutly Now  GeneNt  ancZ  8pecie~ oj  Sonth  A/ricctn  Spiders.  123 
spined, the under surface  having 1-2 inner, 3 outer; and often 1-2 
mesial  spines,  the  outer  and· inner  surfaces  each  with  2-4 other 
spines in addition;  the inner apical spine on under surface stout but 
much slenderer than the adjacent  spur  and  situated close  to  it on 
its  inner side, the  spur  and spine  being  separated  at  base  by not 
more than the width of the spur. 
Length of trunk (carapace +  abdomen), d'  t  llt-14mm., largest  ~ 
20;  length of carapace,  t  d'  5-5]-,  ~  7. 
Nests.-The nests, of which I  dug  up a large number in the loose 
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Fig. A.  Bl1l'fOW of  Spi):octenllS lla!lidipes, n. sp., in vertical seotion (! nat. size). 
Fig. B.  BUl'rOW of S. lJectinigel' (E. Sim.) in vertical section (! nat. size). 
red  sand  near  the  river,  were  all  built  on  the  same  plan,  and 
consisted of  a vertical burl'ow,  sometimes  inclined for  2-3  cm.  at 
the entrance,  where  it is  about  8-11  mm.  in  diameter,  while  at 
a depth of about 18-23 cm. the burrow curves sideways and enlarges 
into a chamber 2.Jr  cm. or more in diarrwter and generally about 5 cm. 
in length.  At  2i--7t cm. from  the end of  the chamber in its upper 
wall is a small side chamber just large enough to contain the spider, 
and here she almost always hides when her burrow is du  up.  This 
side-chamber .. is  sometimes  nearly:  vertical  and  sometimes  nearly 124  Tmnsctctions  of the  South African Philosoph'icctl  Society. 
horizontal.  In the large chamber remains of  beetles were generally 
found.  The  burrows  were  generally  very deep, frequently  35  cm. 
in  depth,  but  sometimes  (in  hard clay)  only 18 cm.  Most  of  the 
burrows were without any silken lining (owing, perhaps, to the moist 
nature of the soil at the time, which prevented the sand from falling 
in),  but in  some  cases  the  upper  part was  lined  with  web.  No 
attempt at a turret round  the  entrance was met with. 
The  (f 0  were  mostly  found  under stones  and old  ti~s,  but one 
was discovered in a burrow 7t cm. deep. 
S.1leotinige1'  (Otenonem~bs pectinige1', E. Sim.), of  which we obtained 
3  (f (f, 14  ~  ~, and 3 juv. at Matjesfontein, is very closely allied to 
pallidipes,  n.  sp.,  from  which  the  ~  differs  as  follows:  Oolour 
slightly darker, the legs  tinged with  greenish;  abdomen with lu.rge 
patch  of  blackish-purple  in  front,  the  posterior  stripes  also  often 
continued  down  the  sides.  Ohelicera  shorter,  the  length  of  the 
inferior groove subequalling but not exceeding the median length  of 
the sternum, the outer row of teeth below longer ancImuch stronger, 
its length being t (earely only -¥,-)  of that of the groove and exceeding 
(rarely sub equalling) half  tlutt of:  the inner row, the teeth 10-16 in 
number, the postel'ior part of  the row being  frequently doubled  and 
the antel'ior' ones much  stronger than in pctllidilJ(Js.  The (f  differs 
further  in having  the  scopulffi  in tarsi  I.-UI.  denser  ltncl  broader 
[l,nd prodically entire, the setffi  of the dividing line being very minute 
or obsolete, the fourth  tarsus  quite  without  scapula, amI the inner 
apical  spine on under side  of  first  tibia  placed more  proximally to 
the distal spur, the spur and spine beiog separated at base by nearly 
or quite twice the width of the spur. 
I also  examined a large number of  the nests  of  peotiniyer, which 
iwere  common  everywhere  from  the river  to  the tops  of  the  hills. 
Fig.  B,  which  was  sketched from  an  actual nest,  represents  the 
general plan upon which  these nests are  constructed, and shows (C6) 
a short, inclined, silk·lined tube, 11 mm. in diameter at the entrance 
and 4t cm. in length, leading into (b)  an enlarged chamber, 23 mm. in 
diameter, out of  which two other tubes lead, namely, (c)  a deep  and 
more or less vertical burrow, 9t m111. in diameter and descending to a 
depth of about 20t cm. from the surface, and (d) a short and more hori-
zontal burrow 42 mm. in length.  At the entrance the burrow is, as a 
· rule, not more than 13 mm. in diameter (rarely as much as lG  mm.), 
· and the silken lining spreads out slightly and is either flush with the 
surface of  the ground 01'  mo~e generally projects  slightly to  form  a 
· very short turret, which does not, however; exceed 3t mm. in height, 
and  is  covered with bits, of  wood  and stone  adhering  to  its outer 
surface.  The  short blind  chamber (cl)  is  very variable  in position, New  Genem  cGncZ  Species  of Houth  Afl'ican  ,S'piclers.  125 
being sometimes  directly opposite  thc  entrancc tube  u,nd  in a  linc 
with it, but often to the right  01'  left  of  it; it  may also  dcscend  01' 
ascend slightly or  be  hori~ontal.  It seems to  be  Hsed as  a  dining-
room, for it almost  always contained remains  of  insects, sometimes 
in  consideru,ble  qllantities.  The  deepest  tube  is  always  narrower 
than the entrance tube, and descends to a depth of about 20t cm., and 
sometimes even as much as 25t cm.  The spider was always found at 
the bottom of this, thc deepest burrow. 
2.  SPIROCTENUS  LATUS,  n.  sp. 
1  (f  (No. 12804) from Wellington (G.  French,  Octobcr,1903). 
Colour.-Carapace reddish-yellow, the head and the  median part 
behind  infuscated,  the margins  blackened;  chclicera  dark  brow11, 
reddish-yellow  at  base; legs  infuscated,  also  below, paler  at distal 
extremity, especially  below,  the  patelhe  pale  yellowish  to  reddish-
yellow on  the naked strips  [l,bove;  coxre  and sternum  pale  ochra-
ceous;  abdomen  pltle  yellow,  the  dorsal  and upper part of  lateral 
surfaces with  thick  black l'eticulation, ventral surface  with a trans-
verse  row  of  black  marks  before  the  spinners,  the  lung-opercula 
brownish htterally. 
Campace  as  long  as  the metatarsus  and i  of  the  tarsus  of  the 
fourth leg, but sub equal to the tibia  and metatarsus and longer than 
the metatarsus  and  Larsus  of  first  leg.  Eyes disposecl  much  as  in 
H.  collinus (Poc.), the u,nterior laterals much larger thltn  the anterior 
medians  and  posterior  laterals,  the  posterior mediu,ns  very  small, 
much smaller than the other eyes. 
Chelicem with the inferior  groove much shorter  than the median 
length of the sternum, the outer row of teeth in the groove extending 
forwards a little beyond the  middle of  the inner row  u,nd  composed 
of numerous minute teeth, the row duplicated behind. 
Labi7~1n with 2  apical  teeth.  Coxa;  of lleclipalps  with  about  25 
basal teeth. 
Sternmn with the sagilh of the posterior pu,ir narrow, elongate. 
Posterio?' spinners short, the apical  segment  almost hemisphericu,l 
and about half as long as the penUltimate segment. 
Pedipalps.-'ribia  with  u,n  intcrnal spine  near  apex;  spine  of 
palpal organ  shorter thu,n  the  bulb, conimtl  at  the  base  but  finely 
subulate  distu,lly. 
Legs  short.  Tari:ii  muticous,  those  of  the  third  pu,ir  slightly 
curving upwards at base, the others  quite straight, I.-Ill. scoplllate 
below,  the  bristles along  the  middle  of  the  scopula  very  minute, 
almost  obsolete in I. u,nd  n., distinct  but very slender in Ill. ;  IV. 126  Trcmsclct,ions  of the  South African Ph'iiosophiwl  Society. 
without  scopula.  Metatcl1'S1lS  L  strongly  curved,  being  concave 
below  in  the  basal  two-thirds,  the  under  side  scopulate  distally 
and  provided  with  1  inner  and  3  outer  spines,  the outer  surface 
besides  with 1  spine  and  the inner  surface  with a  pair  of  strong 
mesial  spines;  II.  only  slightly  curved,  scopulate  distltlly,  with 
1-3 inner and 2-3 outer spines below, the outer surface besides with 
0-1 spine  and  the  inner  surbce with  2-4  other  spines;  III. and 
IV. not scopulate  distally.  Tibia  L  stout, only slightly incrassated 
distally, the 2 spurs  resembling  those of  S. collinus, the under sur-
face  with  1-2 inner  and 3 outer  spines, the outer  surface  with  no 
other spines but the inner surface with 3; the inner apical spine 011 
under surface situated as in pallidipcs, n.  sp. 
Length of trunk lOt mm., of carapace 5; wic1th  of crtnlpace 41-. 
A very distinct  species, related  to  S.  colli1Hls  (Poc.),  tricalcCl1'Cltlls 
and gooldi (Purc.), but with  much slenderer  pttlpal spine and darker 
and shorter legs.  In the shortness of  its legs it resembles S.  light-
(ooti  (Purc.). 
FAMILY  BARYOHELIDlill. 
, 
HARPACTIRELLA  SCHWARZI, n. sp. 
1  ~  (No. 12928) from Vleikuil, north of  Blyde Berg, Willowmore 
Div., Cape Colony (E.  H.  L. Schwcwz). 
Closely  allied  to  H.  ka?')"ooiOCb,  Purc.  (Trans.  S.  A.  PhiI.  Soc., 
vol.  xi., p.  344, 1902), but slightly darker in colour. 
Oa1'alJCwe  (measured  laterally to  the  ocular  area)  slightly longer 
than the tibia  and metatarsus  of  first  leg.  Posterior  median  eyes 
small,  shortly  oval  or  subrotund,  much  shorter  th~n the  anterior 
median eyes, and separated from the latter by their own width.  (In 
kCb?'1'ooica these eyes are larger, more strongly truncated behind, and 
separated by less than half their own width from the anterior median 
eyes.) 
Tibia o/fint leg  slightly exceeding  the metatarsus in length, but 
much  shorter  than  the  distance  from  the fovea  to  the posterior 
margin of the ocular tubercle.  Anterior metatarsi not spined. 
Apical  segment  of  spinners  distinctly  (about  -!)  longer  than the 
middle segment but a little shorter than the ocular tnbercle. 
Length (including chelic~ra) 27 mm"  length of carapace lOt. 
BRACHIONOPUS  PRETORIlEl, n. sp. 
1 ex.  (No.  12769) from Pretoria (J.  Willia1n8on). 
Oolour brownish-yello'N) the legs pale yellowish in parts, especially New  Genera  ancZ  Speczes  of South Ajl'ican  Spiders.  127 
below;  tlie  abdomen  blackened  above,  with yellow  dots, its  under 
surface pale yellowish;  carapace with its lateral and posterior edges 
finely blackened. 
Oc(;mpace as  long ItS  the patella, tibi!1,  and -5- of  the metatarsus  of 
first leg, but  shorter thltn the fourth  tibia  and  metat!tl'SUS.  Ocular 
tubercle distant only about t of  its length from the anterior  edge  of 
the carapace. 
Legs.-Tclrsi 1.  and Il. with the scapula entire; Ill. with  a  row 
of  fine setre at most imperfectly dividing  the  scapula;  IV. with the 
scapula  distinctly divided  by a row  of  long  setre.  ]:Ietatc(;J'Si I. and 
n. without  apical  spine,  the  scopulre  quite  entire, more  extensive 
than in cmnnZc(;tus or tristis,  Purc. (Ann. S. Afr.  Mus., vol. iii., p. 105), 
the length covered by it being only a little less than that covered by 
bhe scapula of  the tarsus; Ill. with a row of  bristles imperfectly or 
hardly dividing the scapula;  IV. with the scapula  divided by a row 
of  stout setre.  Tibia; I. and n. unspined, IlI. and IV. with longish 
spines on both outer and inner  surfaces, besides several  at the apex 
below. 
Labium with  about 21  teeth in several rows.  OOXCIJ  oj lJedilJalps 
with dense basal patch of about 90 teeth. 
Spinners very short, the apical segment hemispherical, only about 
-it as  long as the  middle  segment, these  2 segmcnts  together  about 
equalling the basal segment in length. 
Total length about 16 mm. 
This species approaches Harpactirella more closely than do any of 
those previously described. 
FAMILY  ULOBOHIDlE. 
GEN.  MENNEUS, E. Sim. 
MENNEUS  DROMEDARIUS, n.  sp. 
1  ~  (No.  11536) from the  Pirie Bush, King Williamstown (F.  A. 
Pym, March, 1902). 
O[(;)'cllJace yellowish down the middle, blackened laterally and with 
several triangular  yellow marks at  the laterallllargins;  the surface 
clothed with  minute  black and  brown  spinules  and  patches  of  fine 
white  hairs.  Length  of  carapace t  that  of  the  first  metatarsus. 
Eyes  agreeing  with  Pocock's  description  of  those  of  M.  camelus 
(Ann.  Mag.  Nat.  Hist.,  ser.  7,  vol.  x.,  p.  326),  except  that  the 
posterior medians appeal'  larger  and  slightly less  than 3 diameters 
ftpart;  anterior row of eyes much wider than the posterior row. 128  Tmnsactions  of the  S01tth  Aj'l'iccbn  Philosophical  Soc'iety. 
Abdomen  yellowish,  variegated  with black, the hairs  and spines 
like those on  the carapace; the  under  surfl1ce whitish la,terally and 
with large dark  area along middle;  the  dorsal  process thick, cylin-
drical,  abruptly  truncated  at  apex,  asymmetrically  coloured,  its 
length only about t that of the carapace.  Portion of  vulva which is 
externally  visible  forming  a  bl'oac1  transverse  ph1te  with  pf1rallel, 
blackened  htteral  edges,  stJ:!tight  posterior  nUlrgin  !1nd  somewhat 
rounded  anterior  ll1f1l'gin;  within  the  epigastric  fold  the plate is 
broadly dilated towlwds  eltch  side behind. 
Sternwn  blackened  lf1terally.  Labium  bhtck,  the  tip  and  the 
lateral  l11lwgins  nal'l'owly  blackened.  Free  portion  of  mctxillw 
blackened latemlly but white intel'lmlly  below. 
Ohel'iccm with a  lateral  and 2  ltnterior  black  stripes and with  4 
teeth  in the anterior and 5  in  the posterior row, the  fOl1l'th  tooth 
from the dista,l end being the smallest in each mw. 
Legs yellow, variega,tec1 with black, with black spines and numerous 
hairs, the  under  side  01  the femora  of  the second  and third  pairs 
with a longer mEme  of reddish, white-tipped hairs. 
Totltl  length (not including  chelicera)  11t  mlll.;  length of  cal'lt-
pace 4'9 ; length of  abdomen 6t, length to apex of tubercle n, width 
3'6; length of first leg (from apex of coxa) 33,  01  fourth leg 16t. 
GEN.  AVELLOPSIS, n.  gen. 
Resembling  the AustralilUl  form  Avella as  described and figured 
by  O.  P. Oambridge (P.  Z. S.,  1877,  p.  574,  pI.  lvii.,  fig.  10),  and 
differing  from  Menneus,  E.  Sim.,  in having the thorax  dilated on 
each  side  at  the  middle,the  sternum  broader  and the  abdomen 
bituberculate  near  the  middle  above,  but  differing  from  AveZla  in 
having  the tarsi in both  sexes  cylindrical  and  quite  unsegmented. 
The head also is higher than in these two genera" 
AVELLOPSIS  CAPENSIS, n. sp. 
Speoimens.-4  ~  ~, 2  d'  d',  and  a  number of  young  (Nos.  748, 
9187,  12330)  from  the  Oape  Peninsula  (St.  James,  Oamps  B!1Y, 
Bergvliet Flats, Kalk Bay Mountain)  (~  ~ in March [1l1C1  April,  d'  d' 
in March). 
~  ~. Octmpaoe  slightly longer than half the metatarsus  of  first 
leg,  strongly  dila,ted  on  each  side  just  before  the  middle,  being 
strongly  constricted in  front  of  the  dilation  and  much  narrowed 
posteriorly;  the  cephalic  region  distinctly elevated  [1nd  marked off 
on  each  side  by an oblique  depression, its  anterior surface  rather 
high, vertical, at least as long as half  the length of  the chelicera, its New  Genem  cmcl  Species  of South  African  SlJ1·del's.  ] 29 
upper surface  depressed  between  the  2  posterior  eyes but convex 
behind  the  depression.  Integument olive-greenish  or  olive-brown, 
with a median white stripe running along the thorax and spreading 
over the posterior l)art of  the head up to each posterior lateral  eye; 
anterior surface  of  head more  blackened and bordered hehind and 
laterally  by  a  transverse  arcuate  white  line  running  from  each 
anterior lateral angle upwards  between the pa,ir  of  median  eyes  on 
each  side  to  the medhm  line.  Median  band  on  carapace  densely 
clothed  with  silvery-white  hl11r8,  which  extend  to  each  posterior 
lateral  eye;  on  each  side  of  this  is  a  very broad  band  of  more 
scattered reddish hairs;  lateral margins  of  thorax with a bl1nd (or 
series of triangular patches) of  white hairs; anterior surface of heacl 
clothed with white and reddish hairs intermixed. 
Anterior median  eyes  smltll,  about 2 diameters  apn,d, and a  little 
more than a diameter from  the l)Osterior  median  eyes;  these  eyes 
large, a little more than twice as wide as an anterior meclian eye and 
neady It  diameters  apart;  lI1terul  eyes  on  each  side  subequal  and 
larger than the  anterior  llledin,ns,  each  posterior  In,teral  eye  with  HJ 
large white bristle  overhanging it, the tubercle  bearing the  anterior 
laterals  long;  row  formed  by  the anterior  eyes  much ·wider  than 
that formed by the posterior oneH. 
Abdomen  with  a  large  conical  pl'ocess  on  each side  ltbove  just 
before the middle  and  11  smaller  median  one  in  front  overhanging 
the thorax; integument eoverecl for tbe most part with silvery-white 
hairs; posterior part of dorsal surface with n, longitudinal, olivaceolls, 
leaf-like band, which  has wavy margin!>  n,l1d is covered with reddish 
and  some  white hairs;  ltnterior  part  with  It  longitudinal, median, 
olivaceous 01' black mark, which is dihtted  on  each  side behind into 
a long cUl'vecl horn (reaching to the apex of the htteral tubercle), and 
is  bordered posteriorly by  a  transverse  ridge  clothed  with  yellow 
hairs and joining the two tubercles;  the median dark mark enclosed 
anteriorly by  a  horseshoe-shaped white  mark  covered  with  silvery 
hairs.  Sides of abdomen with some olivaceous markings and 11  wavy 
line.  Ventral  surface  clothel1  with  ruddy  1wd  white  hairs  inter-
mixed  and markecl with 4  white  lunate  spots, these  spots  densely 
clothed with silvery hairs  and horderecl  extel'nally by a longitudinal 
(sometimes  indistinct)  white  line;  median  line  darker.  Vulva 
formed  of  a  simple  triangular plate  acuminate  in  front,  truncated 
behind, ancl  slightly.  transversely dilated  within the  epigastric  folel; 
a small brown  stripe on lateral edge  of  plate present at each  hind 
angle. 
Chelicem with longitudinal bands of  pale  yellow  and olivaceous, 
spotted ·with black on the distal half and furnished with 5-6 teeth in 130  Transactions  of the  South  African  PhilosophicC6l  Sooiety. 
the anterior and 4 -6, besides, sometimes, some  very minute ones, in 
the posterior row. 
Labimn blackened, with white apex.  StC1'n16m  about t longer than 
wide, bhtckened (or  yellowish  and  spotted  with black), the median 
:pale band clothed with  white  hairs, the lateral  parts  with reddish 
hairs. 
Legs for the most part olivaceous or blackened, marked and banded 
with  yellow;  femora  with  a  narrow yellow  bancl  at end  of  basal 
two-thirds (sometimes absent);  tibia of  third leg (and  sometimes  of 
first anc1 seconc11egs) in mic1dle and of  fourth leg near the base with 
yellow banc1;  metatarsi of  the 2 anterior pairs with  2 yellow  bands 
or  spots (sometimes  absent  or  confluent), those of  the  2  posterior 
pairs with a broac1 band in middle;  tarsi pallic1,  at least at base. 
d'  d'.  01tmpCtCe  about t as long as the first metatarsus, the median 
banc1  on the thoracic  portion  narrower than in the  ~,the anterior 
median eyes  larger, less  than 2 diameters apart, and not more than 
a diameter from the posterior median eyes. 
Abdomen more  cylindrical, the anterior half  of  the  dorsal  surface 
differently  markec1,  being  providecl  with  a  large,  triangull1r, longi-
tuc1inal,  yellowish  or  whitish  area,  which  extencls  on  each  side 
behincl to  the apex  of  the  dorsal  tubercles, and is  divided, at least 
posteriorly,  by  a  dark median  stripe  without  lateral  horns;  the 
yellow  area bordered  on  each  side  by a  hroad dark hand.  Under 
surface of abdomen with hroad  median dark hand bordered on  each 
side by a narrower white stripe, the 4 lunate marks not differentiated. 
Legs  longer, olivaceous, the metatarsi mostly paler, the tarsi pallid, 
the 2 posterior pairs of metatarsi with a broad white bancl in middle, 
the other bands obsolete. 
Perlipalps pallid at  base, the distal part of  femur and the 3 distal 
segments  infuscatec1  or  black,  the  tibia  clavate,  the  tarsus hemic 
spherical, the palpal organ with a curved anc1 flattened, claw-like (but 
not cruciform) lobe ascending from the centre of the coiled stylus. 
]l[ertS7wements.-J.Jength of abc10men  amI carapace, ?  7,  d'  6il- mm.; 
length of carapace,  ~  3t, 6  3,  of first leg (from !LpeX  of coxa),  ~ 20, 
d'  32, of fourth leg,  'i'  12, d'  14~;. 
GEN.  MIAGRAMMOPES, O.  P. Cambl'. 
MrAGRAMl\WPES  OONSTRICTUS, n. sp. 
1 ad.  ~  (No.  982)  from  Durban,  Natal  (J.  P.  01'egoe,  October, 
1896),  resembling  ]1[.  bl'evicc61lclc6,  O.  P.  Cambr.  (P.  Z.  S.,  1882, 
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OCLTC6]JCtce  parallel-sided,  evenly rounded  in  front,  its  length 1! 
times  its width  in  the  middle,  its  surface  dark  olivaceous-brown, 
yellowish at the anterior and lateral margins.  The 4 principal  eyes 
subequal, forming a slightly re  curved row, the medians  nearly twice 
as  far  from  each  other  as  from  the  lateral  eyes  and  placeel  just 
behind the anterior fourth of  the carapace, the lateral eyes placed in 
the centre of a broad low elevation. 
Anterior  pair of  legs  olivaceous, the sides  of  the  femur  and the 
sides and under surface of the tibia more or less yellowish, the sicles 
of the tarsus and metatarsus reddish-yellow, the hair covering some-
what rubbed off,  the short hairs white but the under sicle of the tibh1 
and the upper ancl uncler sicles of  the metatarsus with a thick mane 
of longer white-tippecl brown hairs; the three posterior  pairs of legs 
pale yellowish, hut the inner surface of  second pair on the femur,  of 
third pair on  patella and clistal  part of  femur  ancl  both inner and 
outer surfaces of patella ancl distal part of  femur of fourth pair  clark 
olivaceous or hlackenecl 
Abdomen cylindrical, constricted near the anterior encl,  the caudal 
portion  short, as in brel.'icauda;  colour  whitish. or yellowish-white, 
the dorsal  surfacc  with a  strong, hln.ckish  olivaceous, median  band 
which widens postel'iorly and spreads over the camloJ portion, ancl is 
marked on each side with 3 small, cleep  black dots;  anterior  half  of 
abdomen also with a dark dorsal mark 011 each side and a larger deep 
black mark in the lower  part of  the lateral surface;  uncler  surface 
with  2  narrow,  dark,  parallel,  longitudinal  lines;  cauclal  portion, 
especially below,  densely covered with fulvous  hairs. 
Sternum dark along the micldle, yellowish laterally in  the expanded 
portion. 
Measurcments.-Length of  trunk (carapace + abclomen) 9 mm., of 
carapace 21-,  of abdomcn  6~; width of carapace in middle II 
FAl\ULY  DICTYNIDlEJ. 
GEN.  A  UXIMUS, E. Sim. 
1.  AUXUIUS  SCHREINERI, n.  sp. 
Specimens.-(a)  4  ~  ~,  3 d'  d',  l1ud  a  number  of  young  (Nos. 
9460 l1n(11876) from Hanover, Oape  Oolony,  collected by Mr.  S.  O. 
Oronwright Schreiner in 1901. 
Olosely resembling A.  callensi.~, Poc., but with different vulva  anc1 
with the pattern of yellow spots on the abdomen practically obsolete. 
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leg in the  ~, and equal to the tibim but shorter thml the metatarsus 
in the  d'. 
V1tlvct.--Large  excavation  on  the  surface longer than broad, its 
bottom bordered on each  side by a curved dark reddish band which 
termi.nates posteriorly in a large round black mark (PI. X., fig.  1). 
Tibim  of 2 anterior pairs of legs  with 3 pairs of spines below. 
First leg in  d'  with  the  metatarsus a little  longer than the  tibia, 
bent slightly but rather  suddenly inwards  near end of  b[1sal  ·ht, and 
gently and slightly curved along  the  greater part of  its length (the 
concavity below), and more  sharply in the  opposite direction  at the 
base(the concavity above). 
Length·of carapace and abdomen,  ~  ~  9-13,  d'  d'  9-9t mm. 
(b)  2  ~  ~  from  Willowmore  (DJ'.  H. B'I'ctuns,  1903).  Legs  with 
fewer spines, the tibia  of  the first  p!1ir  with  only 2  pairs  of  spines 
below (the basal spines  being  absent), that of  second  leg with  1-2 
basal spines. 
2.  AUXBruS  SILVATIOUS, n. sp. 
Specimens.-2  ~  ~  and 1 juv. (No.  12797) from  the forest  at  the 
Knysna (March, 1896,  TV.  F. P.). 
Resembling A. cape1!sis,  Poc., in  general  coloration, &c.,  but with 
much longer and slender  er legs anc1 very different vulva. 
~  ~. Octmpace  a  little longer  than the metatarsus  of  first  leg; 
posterior median eyes further apart, being only a trifle nearer to one 
another than to the laterals. 
Vttlvct  a large, strongly  convex, shiny plate, bearing a large, longi-
tudinal,  median  groove  anteriorly,  [1nd  [1  transverse,  blackish, 
Cl) -shaped  band  (in  a  groove)  on  each  side  posteriorly  (PI.  X., 
fig.  2). 
Length of carapace and abdomen 14 mm. 
3.  AUXIlVIUS  LONGIPES, n. sp. 
Specimens.-(a)  A  number  of  ~  ~, d'  d',  and  young  from  the 
Cape Peninsula (mostly found in the  moister ravines  on  the  slopes 
of mountains). 
Differs from A. cctpehsis and the 2 preceding species in having the 
. sternum  very broad  and  scarcely at  all  narrowed  in  front,  [1n(l  in 
other characters. 
Oct1'Ctpctce  pale  ochl'f1ceous  to  reddish-yellow, finely  blackened  at 
the edges, generally with a pair of  infuscate m.arks on posterior part 
of  cephalic  portion,  and  occasionally  with  faint  lateral  infuscate 
marks  on  thoracic  portion  (often  strongly  markec1  in  immature New  Ge71C?'a  and  SpCCt'cs  'of  Sonth  African.  Spiders.  133 
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specimens);  its length considerably less  than that of  the first  tibia 
or metatarsus in both sexes. 
Abdomen infuscated, with a double series of  transverse, whitish or 
yellowish stripes  above extending  more or less down  the sides, the 
anterior pairs with a  median white  stripe running between them; 
under surface witb a white line on each side.  Vulva consisting of a 
hairy, yellowish, convex plate, more or less depressed in the middle 
and marked with  a  pair  of  thick infuscate  bands, which converge 
anteriorly or form a  A, the hincI margin of the plate produced in the 
mesial part into a broad  naked  tongue, which is shaeply grooved  on 
each side of its surface (PI. X., fig.  3). 
Legs very long ancI slender, a little longer in the 6'  than in the  ~ , 
the  first  metatarsus  in  the 6'  longer  than  the  tibia  and  slightly 
curving upwards;  colour  pale ochraceolls, frequently with infuscate 
bands  (faint  in the  adult  but strong  in  immature  specimens), the 
distal segments reddish-yellow to dark reddish. 
PeclipaZps  of  6'  very  different  from  those  of  A.  capensis  and 
schreineri;  patella short, truncated  at right angles at distal  end, its 
height almost equal to  its length along  upper  surface; tibia much 
shorter than thick, the distal  end deeply emarginate in the middle 
both above and below and above  the middle  on  the  inner side, the 
apical spur at the inner upper margin short and small, not produced 
beyond the level of  the outer clistal edge;  tal'SUS  large, much longer 
than the femur  and  than the patella and tibia  together; stylus of 
palpal organ very long, forming a large C-shapecI curve, over  which 
is stretched a white membrane completely covering the under side of 
the tarsus (the stylus commences at the midclle of the inner edge  of 
the tarsus anc1  ends  a  little  behind its  origin  in  a  short, claw-like 
obtuse spur); outer edge of  bulb with a short sharp spinous process 
in the middle (hidc1en under the tarsus). 
Length of carapace ancI abdolJ1en,  ~  ~  5i-lOh  6'  6t lJ1lJ1. 
(b) 1  ~ from the summit of  the Hottentots Holland Mountains at 
Sir Lowry's Pass, Oalec1on Div. (W. F. P.). 
(0) 1  ~ andl 6'  from  Lourensford, Hottentots Holland, Stellen-
bosch Div.  (H.  Hennann).  Pec1ipalp  of  (f  with  thE)  apical spur of 
tibia stouter andlal'ger than in the types. 
GEN.  PSEUDAUXIMUS, E. Sim. 
PSEUDAuxmus  PALLIDUS, n. sp. 
1  ~  (No.  9461)  from  Hanover,  Oape  Oolony  (S.  G.  Gronwright 
ScMeini3l',  October, 1901). 
Golonr  like  that  of  the  palest  specimens  of  P.  reticnlatns, Sill'. 
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(Bull. Soc. Ent. Fr., 1902,  p.  243),  the  abdomen being  pale  greyish, 
with a pair of infuscate lines neaT  median line in front and a row  of 
fainter, more  lateral, infuscate marks  on  each side more posteriorly 
on dorsal surface, the sides  and under  surface  with some  scattered 
infuscate  dots  posteriorly;  carapace  and legs  marked as in 1'etic1'-
laM.s. 
Other characters also very similar except: 
Tibia and metatarsus of  first  leg  each  with only 3 pairs of  spines 
below and 1 other spine on the inner surface (the  metatarsus some-
times with 3 and the tibia sometimes with only 1 apical spine). 
V1.lvc.  a simple  convex  area with  a  large  blackish  mark on  each 
side; the hind margin  narrowly browned, emarginate in the middle 
(PI.  X., fig.  4). 
Length of carapace and abdomen 6 mm. 
FAMILY  ERESID1El. 
GEN.  STEGODYPHUS, E. Sim. 
1.  STEGODYPHUS  CANUS, n. sp, 
Specimens.-(a)  43  !F  !F  and 9  young  (No.  3697)  from  Naroep, 
Great  Bushmanland,  Namaqualand  Div.  (le[ax  Sohleohter,  March, 
1898). 
!F  !F.  COl0161';-Carapace bright red, pale yellow behind and along 
the lateral borders, darker  red on the lower part of  the sides  of  the 
cephalic portion, the anterior eclge  narrowly blackened;  whole cara-
pace hoary with a thick coat of  white or creamy-white hairs, except 
the  facial  portion  below  the level  of  the  posterior  median  eyes, 
which  is  clothed  with  a  triangular  patch  of  yellowish-brown  or 
golden hairs on each side of  the median line, the two  patches  sepa-
rated by a vertical wedge-shaped strip of  white hairs;  anterior edge 
with a thick fringe  of  white  hairs.  Chelicera red, thickly  clothed 
with  creamy-white  hairs.  Legs  pale  yellowish,  the  two  anterior 
pairs more reddish, especially distally, all  thickly covered with short 
white or creamy-white hairs, the 4 distal segments with black bands 
loften absent from the tarsi and metatarsi of the 2 anterior pairs), these 
bands covered with white or (especially in the fourth leg) with  black 
hairs; fourth femur sometimes  with a distal patch of  dark  hairs  on 
inner and outer  sides, and  the  coxre  and trochanters  often  with  a 
group of fine black setre below.  Sternum reddish-yellow, with white 
hairs and a few fine black setre, and generally marked with an infus-
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with short whitish hairs, practically unspotted above, with the excep-
tion of the stigmata and 2 clusters of  small brown  spots  at anterior 
margin;  the sides  almost without spots  or with a number  of  oliva-
ceous  spots;  under  surface  variable,  the  middle  area  olivaceous, 
bordered on each side  by a curved white  band, and traversed longi-
tudinally by 2 white stripes-or this area pallid, with the olivaceous 
hairs  reduced to  a  small  spot  on  each  side;  hairs  on  pulmonary 
segment pallid, black only immediately round the vulva. 
Oc~mpctoe as long as the tibia  and %  or more of  the metatarsus  of 
first  leg.  Median  eye-area  decidedly  narrowed in  front,  but the 
anterior eyes rather large, not much smaller than the posterior ones 
and larger than the anterior lateral eyes, which are placed on a large 
prominent tubercle. 
Vttlvc~  a  hard  plate  containing  a  large,  deep,  posterior  cavity, 
which  is  bordered in front  and at the sides  by a  high, thick, semi-
circular ridge;  bottom  of  cavity containing  a  pair of  lateral ridges 
converging  anteriorly  and  bordered  internally  by a  curved black 
groove, the median part occupied by a large  brown lobe with a pair 
of convexities, the lobe separated from the black grooves by a narrow 
white ridge on each side (Pl. X., fig.  5). 
Length of adult  !F  !F  13!-18 mm. 
(b)  2  !F  !F  and 1 juv. from  Eities, Great Bushmall1ancl, Kenhart 
Div. (Mctx  Sohleohter,  March, 1898). 
2.  STEGODYPHUS  TENTORIICOLA, n.  sp. 
Speoimens.-11  !F  !F  and 2  (f t  (No.  11836,  &c.)  from  Hanover. 
A  number of  other  specimens  also  from  Hanover,  Vlag  Kop  (5-6 
miles north of Hanover), and Eiel'fontein (8-9 miles west of Hanover) 
(S.  O.  Oronw1'ight  SohreinM',  1902).  Adult  ~  !F  in  February and 
March,  t  t  in  February. 
!F  ~  from Hanover.  OOloU1·.-Oarapace  coverec1 with white  hairs 
(the head in one specimen with  yellow hairs); the thoracic  portion 
nearly black,  broadly reddish-yellow at the  sides, the posterior  and 
lateral  margins  narrowly  blackened;  the  cephalic  portion  red or 
reddish-yellow  behind, blackened on the sides anteriorly and on the 
upper part posteriorly, the uppel'  part reddish  again anteriorly;  the 
region of  the posterior lateral eyes  reddish or  redc1ish-yellow  (con-
necting the posterior and anterior reddish patch on  both  sides)  or 
black (connecting the poste;  .. ior and anterior lateral black patches on 
each  side);  median  posterior and anterior reddish patch also  con-
nected by a narrow reddish median  line dividing the posterior black 
patch; face black, bisected by a median line of  white  hairs, usually 136  T1'Cmsctctions  of the  South  Aj1'1:oan  Philosophiocd  Sooiety. 
entirely  covered  with  'white  hairs  (replaced  occasionally  by black 
ones), and bordered on each  side by a band of  white (rarely yellow) 
hairs.  Ohelicera  nearly  black,. covered  with  white  hairs,  except 
quite at apex, where the  hairs  are  black.  Sternum pale yellow  or 
reddish-yellow, the sides  broadly blackened, the hairs white, with a 
few  black  setre.  Legs  pale  yellowish,  the  2  anterior  pairs  more 
reddish,  all  very  strongly  banded  with  black,  the  femora  with  a 
broad, intensely black, apical band, and one  01'  two paler ones  near 
the base, tarsi and metatarsi of 2 anterior pairs  often  darkened, the 
base of  the metatarsi then yellowish or reddish-yellow;  all  or  most 
of  the coxre and trochanters  with black  patches; the  hairs  on  the 
legs white, those on some of  the black bands black.  Abdomen pale 
yellow,  coveted  for  the  most  part with  yellow  or  cream-coloured 
hairs, without spots above, excepting the stigmata and generally also 
a  few  tiny black  spots  or  groups  of  black  setm;  the sides  with a 
number of black spots and an inferior black patch (with black hairs); 
under surface  with 2 large  I'oundish 01' oval  yellow  marks  posterior 
to  the  2  pulmonary  spiracles,  and  separated  by  a  broad  median 
black  band, which is cleft  anteriorly and clothed  with  black  hail's; 
epigastric area black  in  the  middle  but yellow  on  the pulmonary 
opercula, these again  often  narrowly encircled with black, the hairs 
(except those immediately round the vulva) white;  spinners black 
Oct1'CtpctCo longer than patella and tibia and as long as the tibia and 
-&,  or nearly the whole of the metatarsus of  first leg.  Eyes much  as 
in S.  o[tmts,  n.  sp., except  that the anterior row  of  median  eyes  is 
. wider, being not much narrower than the secondl'ow. 
Vzt~va with  the  edge  of  the  large  cavity deeply  emarginated in 
front, the cavity with a median keel and bounded behind by a curved 
ridge, which is notchecl in the middle;  hind margin of  the plate  of 
vulva convexly projecting backwards  beyond the hind mf1rgin  of  the 
epigastric area on each side of it (PI. X., fig.  6). 
(f (f.  CoZO'li1'.-Oarapace  much  less  densely  hoary,  often  with 
some yellow hairs  on  each side  on thoracic  portion  and yellowish-
brown  ones on the  face;'  abdomen clothed above and on the upper 
part of the sides with rusty-red or  brownish hairs, but the middle  of 
the dorsal surface with a large, fusiform median band of pallid hairs; 
2 anterior pairs of legs much less  intensely banded, the bands  being 
obsolete 01' almost so on the tibia above. 
Oampaoe with the cephalic portion much higher and more abruptly 
defined,  its  length  equal  to  the  tibia andt-i; of  the  metatarsus or 
first leg. 
Legs  much  longer, especially the anterior pair; tibia of  first  leg 
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with  numerous  minute,  thick,  black  setre  (resembling  spinules) on 
the side and below, but not above. 
Tibia.  of  pccz,£palps  (measured  along  upper  side)  distinctly a  little 
shorter  than the patella  and furnished  with  an  external fringe  of 
white hairs; the tn.rsus  long, a little  longer than the femur,  clothed 
with short white hairs and longer black bristles. 
Length of  ~  ~  10~-13 mm.;  of  (f d'  8-10 mm. 
Hctbits.-Accorcling  to  Mr.  Schreiner  this  species  is  never  gre-
garious,  for  the  females  live  singly, each  in  her  own  nest, being, 
however, sometimes accompanied by the male. 
These nests, one  of  which was  sent to  me  by  Mr.  Schreiner, are 
in the  form  of  a hollow elongate cone, or " fool's  cap," nearly 5 cm. 
in  length,  and  formed  of  a  closely  woven  inner  lining,  loosely 
covered  externally by  pieces  of  leaves  I1nd  (l6bl'is  of  insects.  The 
nests are fixed on bushes. 
GEN.  ADONEA, E. Sim. 
ADONEA  VARIEGATA, n. sp. 
Specimens.-(a)  2  ~  ~  (Types:  No.  3701)  from  Naroep,  Great 
Bushmanland,  Namaqualand  Div.,  Oape  Oolony  (JJlax  Sohlechtm', 
March,  1898). 
Oolour.-Oarapace  and  a.bc1omen  densely  mottled.  with  white 
and olivaceous  hairs, the sides  of  abdomen with  olivaceous  spots, 
the dorsal stigmata  each in the centre of a rather large white  spot; 
posterior  pairs  of  legs  reddish-yellow,  the  anterior pairs  darker, 
especiallydistally, all clothed with white and olivaceous  hairs. 
Om'apace with the  cephalic  portion  rather high (about  the same 
height above .the fovea as in E1'OS2tS fnmosns,  O.  L. Koch), depressed, 
convex above and strongly sloping behind, its width much  less  than 
that of  the thorax, and less than the length of  the patella and  tibia 
of  first leg and than the distance from the fovea to the hind margins 
of the posterior  median  eyes.  Posterior medin.n  eyes about 3 times 
as  long  u,s  the anterior medians, and  separated  from  the  anterior 
margin  by about  their  own  diameter  01'  less, from  one  another  by 
about It  times  this  distance, and from  the anterior  lateral eyes  by 
less than 3 diameters;  width of  posterior row of eyes about equal to 
the length of the oblique row formed by a posterior lateral eye and a 
posterior median eye of the opposite side. 
V1tlva a semicircular  plate  containing  a  large,  deep,  semicircular 
emargination,  the  bottom  of  which  is  occupied by  a  shallow  sub-
quadrate pan  (Plo  X.,  fig.  7). 
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3  p.osterior  pairs  of  legs  spined,  and  also  the  tarsus  and  apex  of 
metatarsus  of  first pair. 
Length of carapace and abdomen 14-18 mm. 
(b)  1  (]  from  N amies,  Great Bushmanlalld,  Kenhart Diy.  (Max 
Schlechte1',  March, 1898). 
O(tmpace nearly black, but the upper part of the head dark reddish, 
the  hair  covering  dark  olivaceous',  but  the  lateral margins  of  the 
thorax with a broad band of  snow-white  hairs;  cephalic portion  of 
carapace very much more  suddenly and strongly elevated and more 
convex above than in the  ~, the hind surface rising almost perpen-
dicularly from  the fovea (but not  overhanging it), the wic1th  exceed-
ing that of the thoracic portion, about equal to the distance from the 
hinc1 margin of  heac1 to the posterior mec1ian  eyes, anc1  almost  equal 
to the length of the tihia anc1 half the  metatarsus of  first  leg.  Pos-
terior median eyes slightly smaller than in the  ~. 
Abdomen covered with  black hairs  below  anc1  with  creamy-white 
ones  above,  anc1  furnishec1  wibh  a  broac1,  fusiform,  black  mark 
occupying  the  space  between  the two  rows  of  c10rsal  sagilla. 
Legs longer  a,nc1  slenderer than in  ~,especially the 2 c1istal  seg-
ments, the femur  of  first  pair stonter  than the  others; rec1dish  to 
almost  black,  with olivaceous  hairs,  but the c10rsal  surface  of  the 
patell£8,  of the tibi£8,  anc1,  to a lesser extent, of the  metl,tal'si clothec1 
with white hairs, femora with an apical fringe of white hairs. 
Peclipalps  clothed with dark olivaceous hairs, the tarsus and pa,lpal 
organ small. 
Length of  carapace and abdomen lOt mm. 
(c)  1  ~  from  Kykgat,  Great  Bushmanland,  Namaqualanc1  Div. 
(Mctx  SchlechteT,  March, 1898). 
(d)  2  ~  ~  from the  Bokkeveld  Mountainss,bout Nieuwoudtville, 
Calvinia  Diy.  (1JII.  Schlechtm',  August,  1897;  O.  L.  Leipolclt,  Sep-
tember,  1898).  Width  of  head  in  these  specimens  less  than  or 
greater  than the length of  the first  patelllt  and tibia. 
(a)  3  ~  ~  and 1 jUY.  from  Touws  River, Worcester Diy. (B.  lJI. 
Lightfoot and W.  ]il. P., August, 1903).  Length of  ~  ~  9~-15 mm. 
(f)  1  ~  from  lVIatjesfontein,  Worcester Div.  (W.  F.  P.,  August, 
1903). 
The nests of this species are constructed under stones. 
GEN.  SEOTHYRA, Pmc. 
SEOTHYRA  FASCIATA, n. sp. 
1  ~  (No, 12772) from the  South-West Kalahari (Dr.  ET'ic  Nobbs, 
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along a considerable tract in Gordonia to the North-West of Upping-
ton, betweeu this town and the Molopo River.  . 
Very like S.  sclweinel'i, Purc.  (Ann.  S.  Afr.  Mus., vol.  iii.,  p.  32, 
1903),  but larger, and differing besides in the following respects :-
00Z01L1'  of  anterior legs  more  reddish-yellow, the distal  segments 
red; carapace reddish-yellow, the head orange-red;  abclomen with a 
row  of  transverse  black  patches  on  el1ch  side  above, producing a 
transversely banded appearance, the short hairs between  the  bands 
yellowish. 
V1LlvCL with the l1ntel'ior cavity very large, wider than the posterior 
portion  of  the median  area, the  median  area  transversely grooved 
both before and behind  the constricted part, which is  longitudinally 
grooved (PI. X., fig.  8).  . 
First leg apparently unspinecl, the tibia  without a fringe of  longer 
hairs on inner  side, tibial n. and IlL with a couple of  apical  spines 
below, IV. l1nspined. 
Length of carapace and abdomen 8t mm. 
Nests.-The  webs  of  two  nests  which  were  sent to  me  by Dr. 
Nobbs show that the nests  of  this species  are  constructed  on the 
same  plan as  those  of  S.  schreineri,  Purc. (already described  and 
figured,  loco  cit., pI. i., figs.  5-7), bnt on a much larger scale.  A well-
developed side-chamber is  present, but it was not possible to  distin-
guish the  tongue-shaped  flap  at the entrance to  the  hole in  the 
specimens  at  my disposal.  The  lobes  of  the  lid  are  very  much 
longer and narrower than those of  S.  schnineri, and  according  to 
Dr. N obbs  the sand is removed  from  the edge  at the  end of  e9,ch 
lobe for a short distance to form  a semicircular groove thus (), while 
between these 4 grooves the edges  are not  distinguishable.  It is 
evident that in this species the spider crawls out  from under the lid 
at the ends of the lobes only, and not  all  round the edges, as  is  the 
case in S. sch1'eineri. 
The nests were always found in the loose red sand of the desert. 
GEN.  DRESSERUS, E. Sim. 
1.  DREssERus  ANGUSTIdEPS, n. sp. 
2  ~  ~  (No.  11693) from Stompneus, St. Helena Bay, Malmesbury 
Div., collected by Mr. J. E.  O.  Goold in May and June, 1902. 
Allied  to  D.  coUinus,  Pocock  (Ann.  Mag.  N. H., ser.  7,  vol.  vi., 
p. 323, 1900), from the Cape Peninsula, but differing in the following 
respects :-
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white hairs at the sides, the dorsal  stigmata also ringed with white, 
as in Eres1.s fmnos1.s,  Koch. 
Oampctce with the cephalic  portion  narrow and not so high as  in 
collim.s,  the width of  the head being equal to  the tibia, metatarsus, 
and about ~.-~ of  the tarsus or  first  leg, equal to  or slightly shorter 
than the distance from the fovea to a line  joining the hind margins 
of the posterior median eyes, but slightly less than the width of  the 
thorax. 
Eyes  much  as  in col/inus, the posterior medians perhaps  a  trifle 
smaller. 
Vz.lva is in PI. X., fig.  9, the posterior median portion rectangular, 
truncated, with a small cavity at each hind angle. 
Legs  short, the length of the carapace 'I;  being equal to the patelht, 
tibia, metatarsus, and t  ~ of the tal'SUS  of first leg. 
Length of  carapace anc1  abdomen 11 mm. 
2.  DRESSERUS  LA'.rICEPS, n.  sp.· 
1  ~  (No.  12831) from Tsabis, 20 miles N.B. of  OoncOl'dia,  N ama-
gualand Div., Oape Oolony (J.  El.  O.  Kmpohl, 1902). 
Ocwapcwe  as  long  as  the  patella,  tibia,  metatarsus,  and  about 
b  of the tarsus  of  first  leg, the  cephalic portion reddish-black, vel'y 
high and broad, flattened above, rising abruptly behind far above the 
height of the fovea, its width equal to the patella, tibia, and at least 
t the metatarsus, and to the tibia, metatarsus, and t of the tarsus of 
first leg, and  consic1erablyexceec1ing  the  distance from the fovea  to 
the ant>erior margin of the ocular tubercle. 
Posterior median eyes  moderately large, about It diameters· apttrt, 
their c1istance from the anterior laterals equaJ to 3  .. diameters:atleast  . 
. 'Abclomenpale  yellowish, covered. with ,olive-brown hairs.  Vulva 
aSinPI. X., fig.  10, the latCl;al emarginatlons rather shallow. 
Length of carapace and abdomen 15 mIn.  . 
FAMILY  SIOARIIDJE. 
GEN.  LOXOSOELES, Lowe. 
LOXOSOELES  SPINULOSA,  11.  sp. 
1  ~  "(No.  7915)  from  the  Pass  at  AvontuUl',  near  Stormsvlei, 
Swellendall1  Div.  (W.  F. P.,  August, 1900). 
•  L(mgth  of  carapace  is  measured  between  2  pamllel  linos  touohing  the 
anterior and posterior ma.rgins  and includes the ocular tubercle. 
i 
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Colonr  of  carapace  and  limbs  rl1fescent;  abdomen  very  pale 
yellowish,  covered  with  numerous reddish,  setigerous  granules. 
CW'Cipcice  broad,  with very  large  longitudinal fovea;  its length 
t  that  of  first  metatarsus;  its  surface  clothed  with  long  curved 
spines  and  smaller  hairs  and  seke,  those  on  the  thoracic  region 
arranged in  6  radiating  bands  anc1  a  circumferential  row  at  the 
extJ;'eme  margin, the interspaces  almost naked.  Eyes rather large, 
the  lltterals  not  quite  contiguous  anc1  rather  far  forward,  a  line 
touching the anterior  edges  of  the  anterior  pair, passing  only just 
behind the centres  of  the median  eyes (when  viewed from  above); 
distance between a lateral and a median eye less than the width of a 
median eye. 
Abdomen  clothed  with  nnmerous  fine  hairs  anc1  setrn,  the  dorsal 
surface  also  with  it  number  of  curved  spines,  which  are  strongest 
anteriorly ttnc1 become much slenderer posteriorly. 
Legs very long anc1  slender, bearing  the scars of  numerous  spini-
form setrn (mostly rubbed off);  fourth leg longer than first. 
8tM'n~('?n with numerous long, curved spines and setrn. 
Length 6 mm.; length of first leg (to base of {emm) 18 mm. 
GEN.  SOYTODES, Latr. 
1.  SOYTODES  MON'rANA,  n. sp. 
Specimens.-(a)  1  ~ (No.  12248) and several young from the top 
of  Ka,lk Blty Mountain, Oape  Peninsula (W. F. P.,  February, 1902). 
~. Colour pale yellow.  Oarapace with five black stripes in middle 
part above, the median  stripe  narrow, running from  anterior margill 
backwards anc1 ending  just in front of  the highest point of  the cara-
pace; the black stripes next to the  median one about twice  as  wide 
as  the latter, almost  parallel  (only slightly converging  posteriorly), 
extenc1ing from between  the hteral eyes to the  highest  part of  the 
carapace, anc1  suddenly curving  outwards at each  end to unite with 
the outer stripes; these latter about twice as broad as those  next to 
them, anc1 extending  from the anterior lateral angles of  the clypeus 
over the lateral eyes to a little  distance  behind  the  highest part of 
the carapace; from. the lateral  eyes to the highest part these stripes 
bulge  gently  outwards,  thug (),  but behind this they  diverge  very 
slightly for a short distance and are  truncated at the hind  end; the 
4: yellowstripes between the black ones narrow, equalling the median 
stripe in width.  Sides of  the carapace traversed by a narrow, hori-
zontal black stripe, above which are 2 wavy stripes (or series of short 
stripes),  transectec1  by  fine  vertical  lines  and  enclosing  a row  of 
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stripe  are  a  couple  of  short black stripes on  each side.  Abdomen 
spotted  on  anterior  half  and  below,  encircled  in  the  middle 
by  a  transverse  band  (open  below),  behind which  are a  pair  of 
dorsal dots  and  of  lateral stripes, the posterior surface  with a  pair 
of  vertical  stripes;  genital  operculum  blackened  on  each  side. 
Sternum infuscated, with  a  row  of 3 yellow spots  on  each side, an 
anterior  and  posterior  yellow  area  and  a  median  yellow. stripe. 
}j'emora  of  legs  faintly  infuscated, not  banded with  black, the  tips 
pale  yellow;  patellm  deeply  infuscated; tibim  like  the femora  but 
deeply infuscated at the tips;  metatarsi ancl tarsi pale yellow. 
Under side of nbdomen with a pair of fine, not very distinct, brown 
ridges (visible when  viewed from  behind), which  commence  behind 
the  lateral  angles  of  the  genital  opening,  strongly  converge  pos-
teriorly, and  are inturned at the hind ends  and form  the  outer  and 
posterior  borders  of  a  pair  of  oval  light  brownish  areas  (Pl.  X., 
fig. 11). 
Length of trunk (carapace and u,bdomen) 4t  111111. 
(b)  1  ~  from the  southern  slopes  of  Table  Mountain (W. F. P., 
September, 1901), with much more black on the abdomen and on the 
sides of  the carapace;  the  bltwk  stripe on each  side  of  the median 
one  united  with  the  outer  band  by a  transverse  black  bar  at  the 
anterior end of  the ()-shaped portion. 
(c)  1  ~  from  Houw  Hoek,  Oaledon  Div.  (Wo  P.  P.),  with the 
tibia  of  :fourth  leg  marked  with 3  distinct  black  bands; the  black 
stripe on each  side of  the median one on the carapu,ce  fused  in its 
middle portion for a considerable distance with the outer band. 
2,  SOYTODES  LYCOSELLA, n. sp .. 
1  ~  (No.  8373) :from  Rietvlei, Umvoti  District, Natal CHnrold  A. 
Fry, 1899). 
OOlOIW  pale  yellow.  Oarapace  with  only 3  black stripes  above; 
the  median  one  abbreviated behind, reaching only to the middle  of 
the  carapace;  the  outer  stripes  very  broad,  nearly  meeting  pos-
teriorly, each  containing an oval yellow spot  just before the middle 
of  the  carapace; the median  yellow  area just  behind  the  median 
black stripe  broad  and  spindle-shaped;  sides  o:f  the carapace with 
black  reticulation and several tiers  of  yellow  areas.  Sternum with 
4l-shaped marginal black marks on each side and 2 rows of dots in 
middle.  Abdomen  with  numerous  black  markings.  Legs  very 
strongly banded, the  femora. with 3 strong  black bands, the anterior 
pair also  spotted with black near apex;  patellm  black, paler above; 
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in the .middle  also,  the 2 anterior  pairs thickly spotted all  over, the 
posterlOr pairs with a few spots only; metatarsi speckled with black, 
darkened at apex. 
Brown homy plates  on under  sides  of  ebbdomen  rounded, trans-
versely  oval,  somewhat  resembling  those  of montana,  except  that 
they are more distinctly bordered all round by a fine brown line  and 
are further apart (PI. X., fig.  12). 
Length of trunk 5 mm. 
3.  SCYTODES  TRIANGULIFERA, n.  sp. 
Specimens.-(a)  2  ??  (No.  3!:J17)  from  Prince  Albert  Village 
(W.  F.  P.,  September,  1896). 
Oolon)" yellow.  Oarapace  with a pail'  of  very  broad  black  bands 
above, resembling the outer bands of S.  montCbnCi,  but  each  provided 
in the broadest l)art at some  disto,nce behind the lateral eyes  with  a 
cuneate,  oblique  yellow  spot or  stripe,  and with  a  smaller  yellow 
spot at hind end; the median stripe reduced to a very short fine line 
between the  lateral eyes  and ttlso in front of  the  median  eyes;  the 
median  yellow  band  broad,  but not so  broad  as  the  black  bands; 
sides of  the carapace with 2 stripes  o~ly, both, especially the upper 
one, strongly and angularly zigzag, and  enclosing a series of  yellow 
spaces  on  each  side.  Abdomen  transversely striped,  with  2 or 4 
large  spots  above  posteriorly.  Sternum with  3-4 black  spots  on 
each side, the margins sometimes blackened.  Femora of  legs infus-
cated,  with  a  paler  band  near the apex; the  patelllB  pale  yellow 
above;  tl}e tibim  pale, with  dark  band at base and apex and in the 
posterior pair in the middle also;. metatarsi and ta.rsi yellowish. 
Horny plates on under side of abdol1um bearing each a very strong, 
well-marked, nearly straight, dark ridge  running near  outer  margin 
of the plate from just behind the lateral angles of the genita.l opening 
and  only  slightly  converging  posteriorly,  the  edges  of  the ridges 
finely  wavy, their hind ends  far  apart but slightly nearer together 
than the outer angles of the genital opening (PI.  X., fig.  13). 
Length of trunk 8 mm. 
(b) 1  ~  from  Willowmore  (Dr.  H.  Bmlms,  1904),  with  the 
abdo~en banded at the sides  only. 
4.  SCY~ODES LEIPOLDTI, n. sp. 
2  ~  '?  (No.  3569)  from  Olanwilliam  (G.  L.  Lcipoldt,  October, 
1897). 
Golour pale  yellowish.  Carapa.ce  with 4:  black  stripes  above, the 
median stripe being  entirely absent posteriorly to  the median  eyes, 
1.·.
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and  represented  by  a  shol'b  stripe  before  these  eyes;  the  inner 
stripes  no,rrow,  free  and  converging  posterioriy,  united a  little in 
front  of  their middle  by  a  thick  transverse  patch  with  the  outer 
stripes and  again at their  anterior ends; the. outer stripes  not  very 
thick;  sides  of  the  carapace  with  a  black  reticulation with large 
meshes.  Abdomen with transverse rows  of  spots above and at the 
sides, the median  line  in  front with  1-2 black  marks.  Femora of 
legs with 2 distal black bands, the more proximal band less  distinct 
in the  ~nteriol' pairs, which  are  also  spotted at the sides; patellm 
blackenecl at  apex (except above);  tibiffi  with 3 black  bands; meta-
tarsi mostly darkened at apex.  Sternum with 4 curved black marks 
on each lateralmal'gin. 
Homy plates on under side of nbdomen very like those of S.  triall-
[Julife1'Cl,  n. sp., but the ridges slightly furth81:  apart lmd slightly more 
cl1l'ved,  thus (  ), rarely nearly strltight. 
:Length of trunk 6 mm. 
5.  SCYTODES  FLAGELLATA, n. sp. 
6  ~  ~  and  2  d'  d'  (No.  8322)  from  Hou)V  Hoek,  Oaledon  Div. 
(Tv'  F. P., August, 1900). 
Oolotw  pale  yellowish.  Oarapace  with  the  mesial  yellow. stripe 
strongly dilated (often  lozenge-shaped) in the middle ?f the dorsal 
surface, and  strongly constricted (sometimes  even interrupted) pos-
teriorly by the strongly approximated outer black bands; the median 
black stripe very narrow, reaching  highest part of upper surface, and 
sometimes  oblittlrated  in the  middle,  the  outer black  stripes  very 
broad, with jagged outer and concave inner margins, and containing 
several  small  yellow  dots;  lateral  slU'face  of  carapace  with bhtck 
reticulation showing severa'! tiers of yellow spaces.  Ste~'nuillspotted, 
with  4  tra.nsverse  black  marks  on  each  side, or  the  sides broadly 
blackenec1and each with a row of 3-4 yellow spots.  Abdomen  with 
transverse  bands  of  black and  speckled  all  over.  Femora of  legs 
numerously  spottec1  and  furnished  with a  c1istal  black  ba,nd,  and 
generally also  to  more  mesial  one  and  a  basal one; patellm  black 
c1istally;  tibirn  with  3  dark  rings,  the  mesial  one  fainter  in  the 
!1l1terior  pairs.  ' 
Horny plates on under  side  of  abcZomen  wibh a pair of  outclU'ved 
ridges  remote  from  each  other,  the  hind  enc1s  of  the  ridges  out-
turned  and  a  little' nearer together  than  the front  ends ':'  (PI.  X" 
fig.  14). 
* The c1istance between the ridges varies s0111ewhat in c1ilferent speci111ens,  being 
relatively closer  together in less  distended  abd0111ens.  The sa111B  applies to  the 
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Process of pal  pal o?'gan in d'  in this f1nd  the following forms  con-
sisting of  a  thicker  proximal  f1nd  a  slenderer  distal portion.  The 
IJroximal portion in this species  slightly thickened at f1pex  and  C011-
siderably  shorter than the very long, slender, lightly curved,  distf11 
portion;  the length of the whole l)l'ocess much exceeding  the  entire 
length of the tarsus (PI.  X., fig.  15). 
Length of trunk in  Z  6TI- mm.,  d'  15. 
6.  SOYTODES  ARENAOEA, n.  sp. 
1  <?  (No. 5363) from Beenbreek, near the Orange River, Kenhrtrt 
Div., Great Bushmf1nlancl (1rlux  8chlechtc?',  August, 1899). 
OOl07W very pale  yellowish.  Carapace with 3 black stripes  above 
passing through the B groups  of  eyes,  the  median  stripe  narrow, 
reaching highest part of carapf1ce, the outer stripes also narrow, only 
about  twice  as  broad  as  the  median  stripe  and  remote  from  it; 
between the 3 stripes just behind the line of  lateral eyes are 2 short 
fainter p~tches, representing  the inner pair of  lines;  sides  of  cara-
pace  with a  row  of  oval  black  rings  (or  2 wavy lines), and above 
them  a  couple  of  infuscate  spots.  Sternum  without  markings. 
Femora of  anterior legs with narrow distal band and a few  spots  of 
black; patellffi  blackened at f1pex  on each  side;  tibiffi  blackenecl  at 
apex and middle and in some at the base, but the thirc1 pail' scarcely 
blackened at all;  metatarsi slightly darkenec1 at apex; abdomen with 
some small black dots above. 
Horny ridges 011 under side of abdomen similar to those of 8. flagel 
lCita,  n.  sp., but shorter. 
Length of trunk 4} mm. 
7.  SCYTODES  TESTUDO, n. sp. 
Specimens.-(a)  3  <?  Z  anc1  1  d'  (No.  12079)  from  Lion's  Hill, 
Cape Peninsula. 
Oolon?' pale yello,v.  Carapace  with  5  black  stripes  clown  back, 
corresponding to those of S. ?1LOntanci,  n. sp., the median stripe very 
narrow and generally more or less  obliteratec1 in its middle  lJart  but 
distinct  posteriorly  and for  some  distance  before  and  behind  the 
median eyes;  the black stripe  on  each  sic1e  of the median one also 
narrow,  intumec1  at  the free  posterior  end but united  by  a  thick 
transverse  black patch with the outer  stripe  at the anterior end  of 
the very  thick ()-shaped part· of  the latter; sides  of  the carapace 
divided  by the black  reticulation into  several  tiers  of  yellow areas. 
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on  each  lateral margin,  and  6  dots  in  2  rows  down  the  middle. 
Femora of legs yellow, with 2 black rings in distal part, the proximal 
part  with  numerous  blacks  clots  in  rows;  pateUr.e  black  distally, 
yellow  at  base;  tibir.e  yellow,  with  3  well-marked  black  rings; 
metatarsi and tarsi yellow,  the former  often  darkened at apex. 
Horny plates  on  under side  of  abdomen  with  a  pair  of  strongly 
curved) (-shaped  brown ridges, closer together than in S. flagellata, 
the  anterior  ends  of  the  ridges  diverging  further  apart  than  the 
posterior ends (PI.  X., fig.  16). 
d'.  PCiZpal organ about as long as the tarsus, the proximal portion 
of  the process· cylindrical, the slender distal portion very short and 
bearing at its base a small  rounded  laminate lobe, the length  of  the 
whole process less than that of the tarsus (PI.  X., fig.  17). 
(b)  Many other  '?  '?  and  d'  d'  from  all parts of  the Oape  Penin-
sula.  Some specimens  have  much more  black  than  the  types, the 
sternum being then thickly spotted and the abdomen almost entirely 
infuscated.  Femora sometimes with a black band in front or behind 
at base.  Length of  '?  up to 6t mm. 
(0)  1  d'  and 2  '?  '?  from Stellenbosch (L:  Pedng1wy). 
(d)  1  d'  and 1  '?  from Lourensford, Hottentots Honand, Stellen-
bosch Div. (H. Hermcmn). 
(e)  3  d'd'  and 1  ~ from Brandvlei, Worcester Div. (W. F. P.). 
(f)  1  ~  from  Rabiesberg,  near  Nuy  Station,  Worcester  Div. 
(W.  F.  P.). 
(g)  1  '?  from Houw Hoek, Oaledon Div.  (W. F. P.). 
(h) 1  '?  from Oalec1on  (]1111'S.  W.  F. P1l1·cell). 
(i)  1  d'  and several  ~ '?  from French Hoek (W. F. P.), with the 
femora strongly banded at the base. 
Kar'too vCiriety.-In the following  specimens the more proximal of 
the 2 distal black  bands of  the femur  is  absent in the first  pail'  of 
legs and frequently also in the other pairs :-
(j)  3  d'  d'  and 9  '?  ~  from Kogmans Kloof (captured by my wife 
and myself). 
(k)  2  d'  d'  and 7  '?  '?  from Avontuur and Stormsvlei, Swellendam 
Div.  (W. F.  P.), with the femora sometimes almost entirely blackened 
in the proximal two-thirds. 
(1)  1  '?  from River Zonder Einde, Oaledon Div. (W. F. P.). 
8.  SOYTODES  GOOLDI, n. sp. 
Specimens.-(a)  1  '?  (No.  12839)  and  1  d'  (No.  11675)  from 
Stompneus, St.  Helena Bay, Malmesbury Div.  (J.  E.  O.  Goold). 
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with  3  black  stripes  above,  the  median  stripe  narrow  but  well 
developed,  of equal width  throughout behind the eyes  and bordered 
on each side by a still narrower, straight, yellow line; the extremely 
broad,  outer black  bands  with  2  pairs  of  yellow  spots  (one  pail' 
behind the lateral eyes and the other at the middle of  the carapace). 
Sides of  carapace as  in S.  testllr/o.  Sternum black, with a  median 
yellow patch and a row of  yellow spots  on  each  side in the ? , but 
more  lill:e  that of  S.  testndo  in the ;J.  Legs  heavily banded with 
black and yellow, the femora  with  3  black  and 3 yellow bands  hut 
not  spotted  at  the base,  which  is  black,  the  apex  being  yellow; 
pl1tellm black; tibim  with  3  black  bands; metatarsi with  3, mostly 
faint, infuscated rings; tarsi pale yellow.  Abdomen thickly covered 
with black markings. 
Horny plates  on  under  side  of  (&bclomen  triangular,  their inner 
angles  provided  with  a pair  of  angular  >  <-shaped ridges (PI.  X., 
fig. 18). 
Palpc&l  organ  of  ;S  very like  that  of  S.  testnclo,  but the  distal 
laminate  lobe  very thin and transparent, only seen with difficulty. 
Length of whole palpal organ a little exceeding that of the tarsus. 
Length of trunk in  ~  5 mm. 
(b)  1  d'  from  the  mountain-side  at St.  James,  Cape  Peninsula 
(TV.  F. P.). 
9.  SCYTODElS  SUBULATA, n.  sp. 
3  ?  ~  and 2  d'  ;J  (No.  12838,  &c.)  from  Stompneus, St.  Helena 
Bay, Malmeshury Div. (J. E. O.  Goolcl). 
Allied to S.  test1&clo,  n. sp. 
OOlO~&T pale  yellowish, the  markings  closely  resembling those  of 
S.  lei1Jolclti, n. sp., except  that on the  carapace the posterior  half  of 
each inner stripe is separatecl off from the anterior half (which  often 
ends  free)  just behind the transverse  bridge  which  joins the outer 
and inner stripes, while  the femora  of  the legs  are  not spotted hut 
provided  with  a very distinct  basal, mesial, and  distal  black  band. 
The  inner  stripes  on  the carapace  are  situated close  to  the  outer 
stripes. 
Horny plates  on  under  side  of  abdomen  resembling  those  of  S. 
testnclo,  but with the ridges often somewhat lUore anguhtrly bent. 
Pc&lpal  Q)'gcm of  d'  resembling  that of  S. flagellata"  n. sp., but the 
slender distal  portion shorter, equalling  the  sub cylindrical  proximal 
portion in length, the length of  the whole  process  snbequal to  the 
length of the tarsns; the anterior  keel at base of  distal portion very 
slender and transparent, scarcely visible. 
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10.  SCYTODES  LYRIFORMIS,  n. sp. 
5  ?  ?  and  1  r1  (No.  11816)  from  Hanover  (B.  O.  01'Omm'ight 
Sch1'eine1',  1901). 
OOlOlW pale yellowish.  Oarapace  with  5  black  stripes above, but 
the median stripe  short, continued  only a little distance  behind the 
median  eyes;  the inner  of  the  paired  strips  narrow,  subparallel, 
somewhat remote from  the  outer  stripes and connectecl  before  their 
middle with the latter by a transverse bridge, and often again at the 
outcurved  anterior  ends,  the  posterior  enc1s  converging  and free; 
outer stripes  not  very broac1;  sides  of  the carapace with  a  row  of 
4 black-bordered  yellow  areas  on  each  side  anc1  with black  marks 
above and below these.  Abc10men pale yellow, with transverse black 
stripes anc1 rows of  spots.  Sternum  with  4  curved, mal'ginal  black 
stripes  on  each  side  arid  3  pairs  of  black  spots  near the  centre. 
Femora of  legs stripecl  10ngituc1inally with  rows of  spots  and black 
lines (sometimes absent in fourth  pair), the  c1istal part with 2  black 
bands;  patelhB  blackenec1  at  apex  (except  above);  tibim  with 
black mesial  anc1  c1istal  bands, the  anterior pairs also  with a  basal 
bancl;  metatarsi darkened at apex. 
Horny plates on unc1er  sic1e  of  ctbdomC1L with the ridges curved as 
in B.  testudo anc1 B  .. fictgcllata,  n.  Bpp.,  their c1istance  apart being less 
than in the latter but somewhat greater than in the former species. 
Pal  pal organ of  r1  resembling that of S. snbnlata, n. sp. 
Length of trunk in  ?  6 mm. 
This species  scarcely c1iffer,S  in  structure from B.  subulata, n. sp., 
anc1 may perhaps be merely a colour variety. 
11.  SOY'rODES  KARROOIOA,  n. sp. 
3  ?  ?  (No.  12872) from Matjesfontein, Worcester Div. (W. F. P. 
August, 1903). 
Very  like  S.  lY1'ifo1'mis,  but larger  in  size,  anc1  with  the  horny 
ridges on the under sic1e  of  the abdomen  nearer together and longer 
(PI.  X., fig. 19). 
Length of trunk 6t--7 mm. 
12.  SOYTODES  SILVATICA, n. sp. 
B1Jeoimens.-(a)  2  ??  anc1  1  d'  (Types:  No.  855)  from  the 
Knysn!1  Forest  (TV.  P.  P.,  March,  1896).  ,.  Also  2  other  ?  ?  with 
cocoons from the same locality. 
Oolour  !1  deep  brown  or  purplish-black,  mottled  with  yellow 
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of  broader yellow  stripes,  on  each  side  of  which  if!  a  very broad, 
curved, black band, the latter bearing a small yellow spot just before 
the  middle  of  the  carapace;  sides  of  carapace  broadly  blackened 
inferiorly, with a row  of 4 yellow  spots  on  each  side  and  a  row  of 
larger or smaller, more irregular yellow marks above these; posterior 
part of  carapace  with  median  yellow  spot.  Abdomen  with trans-
verse yellow stripes, the under side  often yellow.  Sternum usually 
with 3 paler, transverse, marginal marks on  each  side.  Femora of 
posterior legs with 2 distal yellow bands; patellre yellowish at base; 
tibire  of  posterior legs  generally  with 2 yellowish  bands;  metatarsi 
variable, the posterior  pairs being  generally pale yellowish and  the 
anterior patirs infuscated and with or without 2 yellow bands. 
Horny plates on under side of abdomen of  ?  and the petlpal organs 
of  (f  much as in S.  lyrifo1'?nis, n. sp.· 
Total length of trunk in  ?  6t mm  .. 
In the  2  ? ?  with  cocoons  almost  the  whole  animal,  with the 
exception of  the 2 distal  leg-segments  al1Cl  the  2 submedian yellow 
stripes, is dark brown. 
(b)  3  ~ ?  from  Port Elizabeth  (J.  L.  D1'ege,  J.  P.  Cregoe)  in 
which  the legs are  without  yellow  bands  and are paler and more 
yellowish  £rom  the tibia  on;  the tibire  generally infuscated at base 
and apex. 
13.  SOYTODES  CAFFRA, n. sp. 
1  ?  (No. 9933) from Zululand (W.  Ande1'son). 
ColmM·.-Carapace  black, the  anterior  two-thirds  with  a  median 
yellow  stripe containing a narrow, median black line which  almost 
reaches  to  middle  of  carapace; posterior  surface  of  carapace with 
median yellow patch;  sides with 4 tiers of rather small yellow spots. 
Abdomen  transversely  stripecl  with  black  and yellow.  Sternum 
black,  with  a  posterior,  an  anterior, and  3 pairs  of  lateral yellow 
spots.  Femora of  legs infuscatecl, yellowish at the base  above  and, 
in the posterior pairs, also  behind; patellre yellowish  above;  tibire 
yellowish,  but  infuscated  at  base  and apex;  metatarsi yellowish, 
darkened at the base. 
Horny plates  on  under  side  of  abdomen  with  a  pair  of  strong 
curved ridges.  (In the  type one ridge  is  more  angularly bent than 
the other.)  (Pl. X.,  fig.  20.) 
Length of trunk 9t mm. 
14.  SOYTODES  OEDRI, n. sp. 
1  ~  (No.  4255)  from  Keurbosch Kl'aal River,  Cedarberg  Range, 
Clanwilliam Div.  (R.  M. Lightfoot, August, 1898). 
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Oolow·.-Oarapace  with  the well-c1eveloped,  mec1ian  black stripe 
reaching to highest part  of  c10rsal surface  and lying between 2 still 
narrower,  parallel  yellow  stripes,  which  extend  from  behind the 
median  eyes to the hind margin  and unite to a single  stripe behind 
the mec1ian black stripe; on each sic1e  of the yellow stripe is  a  very 
broad black band with practically straight inner and strongly sinuous 
outer  margins,  and  containing  a  longitudinal  yellow  spot in the 
middle;  sides of  the carapace  with a  network of  thick black lines 
enclosing several tiers  of  yellow  markings  and uniting above  with 
the broac1 black bands.  Abdomen pale  yellowish, apparently harc1ly 
spotted at all.  Sternum yellow, with some dots anc1lateral marginal 
lines.  Legs infuscated, the distal segments paler, the tibire darkenec1 
at base anc1 apex,  anc1 the posterior ones with mesial banc1 as well. 
Horny plates on unc1er  sic1e  of  CLbclomen with a pair of longitudinal 
ric1ges,  which almost touch the median line anc1  then suc1denly benc1 
outwarc1s almost at right angles in front (PI. X., fig.  21). 
Length of trunk 5 mm. 
15.  SOYTODES  LANOEOLATA, n. sp. 
2  d'd'  (No.  9471)  from  Hanover  (S.  O.  Ol'On'W1"ight  Sch?-eine?', 
1901). 
OOl07~T pale yellowish.  Oarapace  with 3 black  stripes  above, the 
median yellow stripe rather broad, the median black  stripe very fine 
posteriorly and not reaching behinc1 the midc1le of  the carapace, the 
outer black  stripes  broad, each  with a longitudinal  series  of  3  or 4 
yellow  spots  or  stripes;  sic1es  of  carapace  reticulated with black, 
showing several tiers  of  yellow  spaces.  Abc10men  with  transverse 
black banc1s anc1 rows of spots, the unc1er sic1e black-spottec1.  Sternum 
with  4 pairs  of  marginal  black lines  and  2  central rows  of  dots, 
Femora of legs with black  bar at apex, the  anterior surface, at least 
in  the  anterior  pairs,  also  sprinklec1  with  black;  tibire  sparsely 
sprinklec1 with black, the apex with a black band; patellre blackenec1 
below. 
Palpal organ about as long as the tarsus;  the process  compressec1 
and lanceolate distally, the short apical  part subulate, with sigmoid 
curvature anc1 with slender keel in front (PI. X., fig.  22). 
Length of trunk 4i mm. 
16.  SOYTODES  ELIZABETHlEJ, n. sp. 
2  d'  d'  (No.  5665)  from  Port Elizabeth  (J.  L. D?'ege,  November 
1899). 
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yellow lines separating  them narrow, straight, and parallel, passing 
anteriorly  round  the  median  eye-tubercle,  the median  stripe well 
developed, reaching highest part of dorsal surface, the lateral stripes 
broad and provided each with 2 more or less distinct yellowish spots 
near the middle;  sides of  carapace  with a  series  of  black-bordered 
spaces in 1 or 2 tiers.  Sternum with 4 marginal infuscate marks on 
each side  and a few  more  central dots.  Abdomen with transverse 
black bands  and rows  of  spots.  Femora of  legs  infuscate  at  apex 
and sometimes faintly so nearer the middle, the anterior pair faintly 
infuscate  along  anterior and posterior  surfaces; patellre  infuscate, 
pallid above;  tibire dal'kened at apex and often also at base. 
PaZpaZ  orgal~ a little longer than  the tarsus, which is about equal 
to  the  process  in length;  the process  broadened  distally,  with  a 
strong brownish keel  on  inner  side, the  short  apical  portion  with 
very strong sigmoid curvature (PI. X., fig.  23). 
Length of trunk 5 mm. 
Synopsis of the South African species described above ':' :-
~  ~. 
a.  Horny plates behil1tl vulva on unde,. side of abilomen with a pair of rectangularly 
bent ridges, which almost touch in the meilian line (fig.  21).  Cl(lnwilliam Div. 
S. ced1'i, n. sp. 
I).  Homy plates not almost touching in the median line. 
a'.  Homy plates on ul1tler side of  abelomen with the ridges straight or incurveil 
or ch-cular. 
a2•  Horny plates with a pair of very strong \  /. or ()-shaped ridges. 
a3.  Carapace  with a  single, very broad black  band on each  side  of  the 
meelian yellow stripe above.  Prince Albert, Willowmore. 
S. triall{lulijem, n. sp. 
b3.  Carapace with 2 much narrower, curved black stripes on eaoh side of 
the median yellow stripe.  Clanwilliam  ..  S. leillolilti,  n.  sp. 
b2 •  Homy plates oval, bordere(1 by very weak ridges. 
a4.  Femora of legs not bandee1.  Cape amI Caleelon Divs. 
.  8. montana, n. sp. 
b4.  Femora  of  legs  strongly  bandecl  with  black  and  yellow.  Umvoti 
Distr. (Natal)  ..  "  8. lycosella, n. sp. 
b'.  Horny plates with a pair of well-marked, outcurved ridges, thus) (. 
as.  Femora of legs (at least some. of them) more 01' less  speckled with black, 
the dots generally forming rows. 
a6.  IIorny ridges on under siele of abelomen far apart (fig.  1~. 
a7.  Femora yellow,  with  only a few  clots  and a  feeble  distal black 
banc1.  Great Bushmanlanc1  ..  . .  S. (wenacea,  n. sp. 
b7.  Femora  thiokly  spotteel  and  pl'ovided  with  strong  distal black 
banc1.  Caleelon Div.  "  S·flageUata, n. sp. 
b6•  Horny ridges nearer together (figs. 16 Itn(119). 
* The only other South African species  which have been described are S.  broomi 
from Namaqualand and S.  'IlI(/.?'s/za!li  from  Estcourt (Pocock,  Ann.  Mag.  N.  H., 
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n8•  Median  black  stripe  on  oarapace  reaohing  to  highest part of 
upper  surface,  although  sometimes  interrupted in the middle. 
Cape,  Stellenbosoh,  Paarl,  Caledon,  Woroester,  Robertson,  and 
Swellendam Diva.  S.  test1tc/o,  n. sp. 
bB•  Meelian  black stripe  strongly  abbreviated behind, eneling  before 
the middle of the oarapace. 
a9•  Larger.  Horny ridges  on  under  side  of  ab(10men  nearer 
together (fig. 19).  Matjesfontein..  S.  Icm'j'ooica,  n. sp. 
b9.  Smaller.  Horny ridges flll'ther apart.  Hanover. 
S.  lYl'ijormis, n. sp. 
bS•  Femora not speoklee1. 
a'O.  Femora of auterior legs strongly bandecl with black ane1 yellow. 
a".  Blaok  median stripe on  carapaoe well  developed,  reaohing to 
highest part of dorsal surface.  Cape and Mahnesbury Divs. 
S. [Jooldj,  n. sp. 
b". Black  median  stripe  obsolete  posteriorly to  the meclian  eyes. 
Malmesbul'Y  . •  •.  • •  S. sltbulnta, n. sp. 
b'O• Femora of anterior legs infusoatec1.  . 
a'".  Length about 9~ mm.  Zululanc1  S.  cqUi'a,  n.  sp. 
b'".  Length about 6~ mm.  Knysna and Port Elizabeth. 
S. sylvatica, n. sp. 
cl'  d'. 
a.  Distal portion of prooess of  palpal organ filiform, V61'y long and slencler, muoh 
longer than the slightly clavate proximal portion,  Caledon.  S. jla.[/eUata,  n. sp. 
b.  Distal portion of prooess not or soarcely longer than the proximal portion. 
a'.  Slender distal portion of  process of  palpal organ subulate, about as long as 
the suboylindrioal proximal pOl,tion. 
a
2
•  Femora yellow,  banded with black but not speckled.  Malmesbnry. 
S. 8I!bulata, n. sp. 
b'.  Femur yellow, speckled at base, banded diatally.  Hanover. 
S. lyrijo?'1llis,  n. ap. 
C'.  Femora infusoatec1.  Knysna  S.  silvaticll, n.  sp. 
/il.  Slender  elistal  portion of  process much shorter than the thicker proximal 
portion. 
a3.  Process  of  palpal  organ  stmight,  the  proximltl portion not thickenecl 
distally. 
n4.  Process of palpal organ with It  81110,11 but conspicuous keel in front Itt 
blt~e of  distal pOl'tion.  Femora speokle<1.  Cape, Stellenbosoh, Wor-
cestel', Paarl, Robertson, Swellendam  ..  S. testudo, n. sp. 
b4•  Prooess with the antel'ior  distal keel  very  slender  and scarcely dis-
tinguishable.  Femora not specklee1.  Cape ancl Malmesbury. 
S. rJooldi,n. sp. 
b3•  Process of palpal organ not straight. 
as.  Distal portion of process lightly sinuous (fig.  22).  Hanover. 
S.  lanceolata,  n, Sp. 
/is.  Distltl portion very strongly sinuous (fig.  23).  Port Elizabeth. 
GEN.  DRYMUSA, E. Sim. 
1.  DRYMUSA  SILVIOOLA, n. Sp. 
S. elizabetlue, n.  sp. 
Specimens.-2  ~  ~ J 1 J, and 3 juv. (No.  871) from  the  forest  at 
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Z z·  OOl02t1' of  carapace' arid limbs l'eddish-brown, the ends of the 
legs pale yellowish, the upper side of  the patellm, the apex  and base 
of the tibim and the base of the metatal;si also more or less yellowish; 
carapace  with 2 black  marks at middle above, which converge pos-
teriorly and emit from  each side 3 wavy, black, radiating lines, and 
from the front 6 subparallellines, the latter anastomosing anteriorly 
on the head. 
Anterior median eyes  a little larger than the laterals  and situated 
slightly  in front  of  the  line  joining  the  anterior  margins  of  the 
anterior lateral eyes.  Olypeus a little exceeding twice the length of 
a median eye. 
Abclomen  narrow oblong,  shortly acuminate at apex.  Epigastric 
area very long, entirely covered below by a very large, brown, smooth, 
semicylindrical, somewhat fiddle-shaped plate extending from anterior 
end to middle of under surface of abdomen, and occupying the whole 
space  between the pulmonary opercula, whose  stigmata lie  a  little 
before the middle of  the plate;' anterior end of  plate strongly emar-
ginate, the edges strongly reflexed on each side of the emargination; 
hind end of plate sinuated in ~he middle, the sinus closed by a small, 
hard brown plate  placed vertically behind the genital opening, and 
itself emarginate in the middle of its lower edge (PI. XL, fig.  24). 
6'.  Pedipalps with the 3 distal segments nearly pallid, turgid, the 
femur darker, much slenderer, cylindrical;  tarsus subglobular, very 
broad, appearing, when seen  from  above, transverse  and sinuate in 
the  middle  at  apex,  covered  with  long  hairs  on  upper and inner 
surfaces; bulb  small,  globular, the spine  strong, much curved dis-
tally. and pointed at apex (Pl. XL, fig.  25). 
Length of  Z z 8!-9l,  6'  6i mm., of carapace in largest  ~ 4,_ t  3, 
of first leg (to base of femur) in  ~  33t. in t  35. 
Young coloured much as iJi the adult, the abdomen without yellow 
transverse stripes. 
2.  DRYMUSA  PRODUCTA, n.  sp. 
Speoimens .-3  ~  ~  (No. 7905)  from the forest  on  the mountain-
side at Swellendam (W.  F. P.,  August, 1900). 
Oolour  not  quite  so  dark  as  in  the  preceding  species,  the legs 
much  more  yellowish  in  the  distal  half  at  least,  the  abdomen 
marked above with about 3 pairs of  yellow spots in the middle  part, 
followed behind by indications of fine, yellow, transverse lines. 
Olypelbs  about equal to twice the length of a median eye. 
Abdomen Hkethat of the foregoing, but the hardened brown plate 
before the genital opening  much  smaller, not reaching anterior end 
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of the ventral surface, the plate somewhat saddle-shaped, the anterior 
part not raised and gradually passing  over  into the soft integument, 
the  hind  part distinctly hardened  and  browned, .emarginate  in  the 
middle of  hind  margin, with  transverse  cluster of  short setm.  No 
differentiated plate posterior to genital opening (PI. XL, fig.  26). 
Length 7t, of carapace 3t, of first leg 26t mm. 
The adult  ~  ~ of the 3 South African species illay be distinguished 
as follows:-
It.  Vulva  placed far fOl'wltrd;  the  epigastrio  area not proc1ucecl  backwards in  the 
middle below, where its hind  margin is broadly sinuaterl, the sinus touching a 
line joining the hind e11(18  of the pulmonary spiracles.  Cltpe Peninsul!t. 
D. clL1Jensis,' E. Sim. 
'b.  Vulv!t placecl  !tt  or  near  midclle  of  ventml surface  of  !tbdomen, the epig!tstrio 
!tre!t  very  strongly procluoecl  h!tokw!trds  in  the  middle  below  f!tl'  behind the 
spiracles, the posterior p!tl't !tt lel18t being h!trdenecI to form !tn epigynum. 
(ll.  PI!tte of  vulv!t  very large, re!tching !tuterior  end of  !tbclomen;  vlllvlt  closed 
behi11(1 by a sl11!tll,  transverse, vel'ticA,l sclerite.  Knysna.  D. snvicola, n. sp. 
b'. PlA,te  of  vulvA,  much Sll1!tller,  not re!tching  A,ntel'ior  emI  of  A,bdomen;  the 
vulvA, without A,clllitionltl posterior sr.lerite.  Swellenchtm. 
D. l)l'uclucill, n. sp. 
FAMILY  DYSDEHIDJE. 
GEN.  ARIADNA,  Aud. 
1.  AmADNA  DENTIGERA, n. sp. 
1  S!  (No. 8600) from the side of  Table Mountain above N ewlands 
(W. F. P.,  August, 1900). 
COlolw.-Carapaee  dark  l'eddish-brown,  paler behind  but almost 
black anteriorly, with iridescent sheen, the margins finely blackened; 
chelicera  black, with  strong  iridescent  sheen (in spirits);  abdomen 
pale fulvous  yellow below, brown between  the pulmonary opercula, 
the dorsal surface dark violaceous;  legs  and sternum l'eddish-ochra-
ceous, tbe  anterior' legs  slightly more  reddish distally but without 
'dorsal  markings,  the  sternum  brown  at  the  margins,  iridescent, 
darker in the strong,  intersegmental,  lateral  depressions. 
Carapace as long as  the tibia and t of  the metatarsus of  first  leg, 
'very  broad  in  front, its  width  just  behind  the  ocular  area almost 
equalling  the length of  the first  tibia.  Ocular  area  wide, the dis-
tance between the median and posterior lateral eyes slightly exceed-
ing the width of  the 2 median eyes together; the eyes subcontiguous 
•  The type of  this speoies  W!tS  very immature, for  the A,dult  ~,which'is larger 
than either or  the two new  species; attains a length or  1311- mm., the length of  the 
;  first leg (from base of femm) being 47 mm. 
, 
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in pairs, the posterior row with its hind margin forming  a  slightly 
recurved  line,  wider  than the  anterior row; the lateral eyes  oval, 
subequal, longer than the rotund medians. 
Legs longish, not stout, the fourth  femur not thickened, equalling 
the first in thickness.  The hairs mostly rather short and not dense. 
Metata1's1bs  1. a trifle  longer than the tibia, with a double  outer  and 
treble inner series of  spines, the superior  spines  shorter; n. spined 
as in I.; HI. with 1 posterior row of  spines  and  an anterior  band 
3 rows deep;  IV. with 1 inner and 3 outer rows, the middle  outer 
row composed of  3-4 spines, the others  mostly of 1 spine  each, the 
transverse apical  comb at inferior  inner  edge  composed of  a  single 
series  of  many long  setal  of  equal length and very  close  together. 
Tibic.  I. with broad inner  and outer bands of  stout  spines, arranged 
.  in 3-4 irregular rows  in  each  band (16-17  in inner  and 12-13 in 
outer), the lowest  s_pines  not very long  but longer than the others; 
the 2 inferior rows not  very far  apart; Il. with about halt  as  many 
spines in.  the  bands, the spines  2-3  deep  in each  band; Ill. with 
1 anterior and 3  posterior  rows;  IV. with 3-4 inferior outer,  1  in-
ferior inner, and 2 superior inner spines.  Patellc. Ill. with 1 anterior 
upper  spine,  the rest unspined.  Femora  with  2  (rarely  3)  dorsal 
spines and 1 distal  inner spine, the latter absent  only in  the fourth 
paIr. 
Inner margin of  che/;icm'cb with 3 teeth in the upper row and with 
a single inferior  apical tooth in addition, the latter very distinct  and 
as strong as the others. 
Length of abdomen and carapace 1St, of carapace 5t mm. 
2:  A:RIADNA  LIGRTFOOTI, n. sp. 
1  ~ (No.  12903) from Hermanuspetersfontein, Oaledon Div. (R. M. 
Lightjoot, February, 1902). 
Oolow'.-Oarapace pale  yellowish, with black  hairs, lightly in£u8-
cated at the sides  posteriorly, the margins Dnely  blackened.  Legs 
.pale yellowish, the femora, patellal, and tibial more or less infuscated 
on the sides, the infuscation  darkest  on the 2 anterior pairs, espe-
cially on the femora (which  are  longitudinally banded with yellow), 
but very faint on the posterior pairs, the npper surface of the femora 
and  of  the  anterior  tibial  also  faintly infuscated along  the middle 
.line.  Oheliceral  yellowish.  Abdomen  pUl'plish-black,  with narrow 
yellow  line  on  each  side,  the  epigastric  area, excepting  the  b~ack 
transverse patch in front of  vulva, pallid.  Sternum black.  Labmm 
and COXal pale yellowish, narrowly blackened at the. tips. 
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leg, narrowed in front, its width just behind the ocular area about t of 
the length of the :first tibia.  Ocular area much as in dentigera,  n. sp., 
but the distance between the posterior laterals and the medians sub-
equal to the united width of the lattel'. 
Legs  relatively  shorter,  and, especially  the first  tibia  and fourth 
femur, stouter than in dent'igerCi,  the  fourth  femur  being distinctly a 
little thicker than that of  first leg;  also, the anterior legs. especially, 
more densely clothed with black  hairs.  JJletata1'SllS  I. il,  little longer 
than the tibia, I. and n. with a single series of stout spines  on each 
side, n. with  an  additional  inner  spine  above  the inner row  near 
base; IH. with 1 posterior  and 3 anterior rows of  2-3 Sl)ines  each; 
IV. with 1 basal  and 1 topical outer  spine  only, the apical  tuft com-
posed of 6 setffi.  Tibia 1. with 3-4 rows of spines (7-8 in the lowest 
row and 5-8 in the others together) on each side, the 2 inferior rows 
very fal'  apart;' n. with 2 rows on each side and often a single addi-
tional spine between  the rows, the inner rows  each  of 5 spines, the 
lower row abbreviated at base, the outer rows of 3-5 (upper) and 8-9 
(lower)  spines; Ill. with  1  anterior and 3 posterior rows;  IV. un-
spined.  Patell(J3  unspined.  Femo1'CL  I.  and H. with 4-5, Ill. with 
2,  IV. with  0-2  medio-dorsal  spines, I. also  with 3 (in 2 rows), H.-
In. with 2 and IV. with 0-1  inner distal  spines, I. and H. besides 
with 1-2 outer distal spines. 
CheliclJra with 3 superior and 1 tiny inferior tooth. 
Length 11, of carapace 5 mm. 
3.  ARIADNA  JUBATA, n.  sp. 
2  ~  ~ (No. 12830) from Tsabis (in Bushmanland), 20 miles north-
east  of  Concordia,  Namaqualand  Div.  (J.  H.  C.  J(mpohl,  1902). 
Allied  to  lightjooti, n. sp. 
Colonr.-Campace light  brown, the  cephalic portion darkened on 
each  side  in front, veined  with black  poste1'iorly  in  one  specimen. 
Chelicera dark  reddish-brown.  Posterior pairs  of  legs  pale och1'a-
ceous, not at all or only faintly infuscated, the anterior pairs reddish-
yellow  or reddish, infuscated at least  on  the under surface  and on 
distal part of inner surface of femora and on distal part of upper side 
of  tibiffi  along  the  median  line.  Abdomen  purplish-black,  with 
narrow lateral yellow line, or the lateral and ventml surfaces  almost 
entirely pallid  but  with a pair of  purplish  marks posteriorly below. 
Sternum and labium brownish-yellow, the latter dark brown on eltch 
side. 
Carapace as long as the tibia and nearly -l/; of the metatarsus of first 
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*  or the length of the first tibia.  Ocular area narrower than in light. 
footi,  the posterior lateral eyes being separated from the medians by 
a space subequal to the width of one of the latter eyes. 
Legs.-Fourth femur  thicker  than the first;  anterior  pair of  legs 
thickly clothed with long olive-brown  hairs on the patella, tibia, and 
metatarsus, forming  a  thick mane,  particularly on the  upper  side, 
the  first  tibia  thick,  its  width subequal  to  the  space  between the 
posterior lateral eyes.  Me.tatal'sns  T.  as  long as the tibia;  I. and n. 
with a single series of spines on each side below; HI. with 2 anterior 
and 2 posterior rows of 2-3 (rarely 1)  spines each; IV, with 1 apical 
and 0-1 basal spine below and  3-4 setre in the  apical comb.  Tibia 
I. with 5-7 spines in each inferior  row,  besides  3-4  others  on  each 
side; n. with  3 spines  on  each  side  above  the  inferior  row; nI. 
with 1 anterior and 2 posterior rows;  IV. unspined.  Patella 1. with 
1  outer  and 1-2 inner spines; n. and HI. also  spined  on one  or 
both sides.  Ji'emom  I.-Ill. with  dorsal, inner distal, and  generally 
also outer distal  spines, the inner distal spines  on I. numerous, 7-9 
in number, and placed in 3 rows; Iv' unspined. 
Ohelicera without distinguishable inferior tooth. 
Length 9t mm. 
4.  AmADNA  KOLBI<Jl,  n. sp. 
1  ~  (No. 5316)  from  the Kentani District,  Tr[)Jnskei  (Rev.  Ji'.  O. 
Kolbe,  1899). 
Oolon?·.-Oarapace  dark  reddish-brown,  very  dark  anteriorly. 
Ohelicera,  black.  Posterior legs rufescent, the anterior legs reddish, 
the first pair dark red, with lighter patella.  Abdomen pallid, suffused 
with dark pmplish above, especially posteriorly.  Sternum yellowish-
brown.  Labium dark brown. 
OC6rapaoe  as long  as  the tibia  and -£- of  the tarsus  of  first  leg, its 
width behind the ocular  area t of  the length  of  first tibia.  Ocular 
area much as in light/ooti, n. sp. 
.  Legs  much as  in  light/ooti, except:  Metatcb?'s71s  I., if  anything, a 
trifle shorter than the tibia, IV. with about 8 setre in the comb; tibict 
I. with 6-8 spines in the lower rowS  and 3-4 in each upper row, n. 
with  9-11  outer and 4 inner spines  below  and 4 inner  and 2 outer 
more  superior  spines, IlI. with 1 inferior  TOW  of 3-4 al1d 1 anterior 
upper row of  2 spines;  patcllc~ I. with  strong  il1feriol'  inner spine; 
femo?'a  each  with  about  4:  medio-dorsal  spines,  otherwise  loS  in 
Ught/ooti . 
.  OheliceTa as ill lightfooti. 
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5.  AlUADNA  BILINEATA, n.  sp. 
Speoimens.-(a)  4  adult  ~  ~  (Nos. 3443,3532, &c.),  several  with 
cocoons,  from  Signal  Hill  and  the slopes  of  Devil's Peak (B.  JYI. 
Lightfoot, lV. F. P.), and a number of  others, apparently immature, 
also from the Cape Peninsula. 
~  ~. Oolow·.-Carapace  reddish-yellow  to  dark  l'eddish-brown, 
sometimes nearly black anteriorly, the margins finely blackened, the 
surface hairy and usually finely veined with black, the posterior part 
of  the cephalic portion generally finely outlined in black.  Chelicet'a 
yellowish-red  to  black.  Abdomen  with  a  fine,  pale  yellowish  line 
running from  end to end  down  middle  of  each  lateral  surface, the 
dorsal  surface  violet-black,  genel'l.111y  with  seveml  very fine, trans-
verse,  arcuate,  yellowish  lines  postel'iorly,  the  ventral and lateral 
surfaces (below the lines) either violet-black (except  the pulmonary 
.opercula and a pale yellowish patch on each side posteriorly) 01' pale 
yellowish, with a pail' of posterior black patches below, a black patch 
between the lungs  and an anterior  black  area on  each side.  Legs 
faintly 01'  strongly infuscated, the 2  anterior pairs  darker than the 
posterior ones, the femora  with  2  uppel'  and  1  outer pale  yellow 
stripe, the outer  stripe on fourth  leg very short, basal;  patellal  pale 
yellowish, infuscated distally; tibial with 2 widely separated, superior, 
yellowish  stripes;  metatarsi  and  tarsi  paler  than the' tibial  and 
femora, the metatarsi nearly all  blackened at apex, at least on inner 
side.  Sternum reddish-yellow, lightly infuscated, the lateral margins 
and depressions  generally  much  blackened.  Labium  darkened at 
.base. 
Oarapace as long as the tibia and about t  of the metatarsus of first 
leg, narrowed in front, its width just behind the eyes only about t of 
the length of  the first tibia, its surface  sparsely hairy.  Ocular  area 
rather narrow, the distance  between  the posterior lateral  eyes  and 
the median eyes  being l!3ss  than the united  width  of  the latter, the 
hind  margin  of  the  posterior  row  forming  a  straight  or  slightly 
recurved line. 
Legs clothed with  brown hairs, the hairs  on  anterior tibia neither 
long n01' very dense; fourth femur slightly thicker than the first, the 
first tibia  not  much thickened.  MetataT81~s I. a  little  shorter than 
the  tibia; I. and n. with  a  single  outer  and inner row  of  stout 
spines below;  Ill. with 2 inferior rows  of  spines, besides  an outer 
and an inner row of 1-2 spines  each; IV. with a slender apical and 
sometimes a basal spine below, the apical tuft composed of 4-7 setm. 
Tibia I. with an outer and an  inner row  of  6-9.  stout  spines  each 
below, in addition to  an outer and an inllel' row of 3 (rarely 2) spines 
, 
\ 
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each on the sides; n. spined  much  as  in I., except  that the inner 
row is composed of fewer spines than the outer; Ill. with an anterior 
row of 0-2 and 2 posterior rows  of  2-4 spines  each;  IV. unspined. 
PC6tell(fJ  not  spined.  Femora  I.-IlI. with  a  medio-dorsal  row of 
several spines and an outer distal row of  1-2 spines, 1. also with an 
inner distal group of  3-4 spines; n. and IH. with  1-2 inner distal 
spines;  IV. unspined. 
Cheliicera  with the  lower tooth obsolete  01'  scarcely  distinguish-
able. 
Length of carapace and abdomen 5t-7t mm. 
This is the smallest and at  the same time the commonest  of  the 
3 species found in the Oape Peninsula.  In the apparently immature 
specimens the legs are pale  yellow, with much less 01' even scarcely 
any infuscation, which is often limited to the tips of the segments of 
the anterior legs. 
(b)  1  ~, with  cocoon,  fmm  the  Hottentots Holland  Moul1tains 
above Gordon's Bay (R.  NI.  Lightfoot). 
(c). 3  ~  ~  imill the  Paarl  {E.  M.  Lightfooi) ,  with  the  sternum 
darkened and with medial1 yellow stripe. 
(d)  1  ~  from  Hermanl1spetersiontein,  Oaledon  Div.  (R.  lVI. 
Lightjoot). 
(e)  2  ~  ~ from St. Helena Bay, lVIalmesbury Div. (J. E. C. Goolcl), 
with the abdomen much more yellow than in the types. 
6.  ARlADNA  KARROOIOA,  n. sp. 
Specimens.~(a) A  ~  (No.  12902)  and  a  If  (No.  12845)  fmm 
Hanover and a  ~  (No. 11963) from  Eierfontein, 8-9  miles  west of 
Hanover (8.  C.  Cromvright Scfweiner,  1901). 
~  ~  (Types).  Very  like  bilineata,  but  with  stouter  anterior 
tibim. 
Colonr . of  carapace  and  legs  as  in  the  darkest  specimens  of 
bilineatc6,  but the anterior metatarsi dark reddish  or almost  black. 
Abdomen pallid, more or less suffused with putplish, at least on the 
dorsal  and .ventral surfaces, the middle  of  the  epigastric  area  and 
sometimes  a  couple  of  posterior  ventral  patches  dark  purplish. 
Sternum  and labium  deep  blackish-brown,  the  labium  sometimes 
paler at apex. 
Campacl3  as  in  bilinec6tCi,  but the posterior row  of  eyes  slightly 
wider and with its  hind  margin  forming  a  slightly procurved .line 
(seen from above). 
Legs  like  those  of  bilineata,  except  that  the  anterior  tibim  are 
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metatarsus with stout  basal as well  as  apical  spine  below;  tibia  I. 
with 5-6 spines in each inferior row, besides 3-4 inner and 5-6 outer 
more superior  spines, the latter in 2 rows, n. with 3 inner and 4-5 
.  outer spines  above  the inferior row  of  6-7 spines; patella I.  with 
short internal spine; femur  IV.  with  dorsal  spines  and  sometimes 
also a distal internal spine. 
Ohelice1'CL with the inferior tooth very minute, scarcely distinguish-
able. 
(f.  Resembling the  ~  ~, but with the legs much longer, paler in 
colour and differently spined. 
Oampace as long as the first metatarsus. 
Legs.-]JlletatarslLs I. sinuous, curving upwards at base and down-
wards  at apex, as  long  as  the  tibia  and  a  little  more  than t  the 
patella, spines  3  on  each  side  below  and 1  on  inner surface near 
base;  H. with 3 spines  on  each  side  below  and 1--3  more superior 
ones on each  side;  IH. with 2 posterior  and 2 anterior rows of  2-3 
spines eaoh;  IV. with 1 distal and 1 stout basal spine  below and an 
apical  oomb  of  setm.  Tibia  I. with 6-7  spines  in  outer but only 
2 in inner inferior row, besides 8-10 outer and 6 inner III ore superior 
spines;  H. as in 1., but with 3 spines in the inner inferior row; HI. 
with several rows  of  spines;  IV. with  1  inner (apical) and 2  outer 
(mesial and basal) spines below.  PatellCl3  I.-Ill. with 2 (sometimes. 
1)  inner  and  1-2  outer  spines;  IV.  unspinec1.  Femora  with the 
spines more numerous, but otherwise as in the  ~. 
Pedipctll)S  with  the  tibia  incrassated.  Palpal  organ,  seen from 
outer side, as in Pl. XL, fig.  27, the spine being curved in the middle 
and strong, except the  short distal portioil, which is bent  almost  at 
right angles and very slender and filiform. 
Length  ~  10,  (f  7t mm. 
(b)  1  ~  from Port ElizCLbeth  (J. L. Drei/e, 1903), with black hairs 
on the anterior legs and the posterior row of eyes not procurved. 
7.  ARIADNA  CAPENsrs, n. sp. 
1  ~ (No. 5830) from Wynberg Hill (F.  Treleaven,  February, 1899). 
OoloU?'  brownish-red, the head darker, especiallyanteriorly.  Legs 
l'ufescent,  the  anterior  ones  redder,  the  first  pair  brownish-red, 
darkest on  the  tibia  and  metatarsus;  anterior  femora  infuscated 
along middle below and on  distal  part of  inner surface.  Ohelicera 
reddish-black.  Abdomen purplish-black, with narrow yellow line 011 
each side.  Sternum reddish-brown.  Labium dark brown, paler at 
apex.  Ooxm reddish-yellow, scarcely at all infuscated. 
Oa1'CipaCC  a lit  LIe  shorter thaIi the tibia and metatarsus of first leg; 
, 
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width of head behind ocular area nearly *  of  the length of first tibia. 
Posterior row of eyes slightly recul'ved, the medians together slightly 
wider than their distance from the posterior laterals. 
Legs  moderately  hairy,  resembling  those  of  bilineatn,  except: 
Metnta?'s1~S H. sometimes  with  an inner upper spine  [Lt  base;  HI. 
with 2 inferior and 1 anterior row of spines; IV. with a stout apical 
and basal inferior spine and 3-5 seke in the apical comb.  Tibi(B  I. 
and n. with 6 spines in each  inferior row, except  the inner row of 
n., which has only 4 spines, the superior rows  always of il spines; 
HI. with 1  outer spine  besides  an inferior  row  of  3.  FeJn1l1'  IV. 
spined above ali  base. 
Ohelicera with the lower tooth obsolete  . 
. Length 9! mm. 
8.  ARIADNA  SEGESTRIOIDES, n.  sp. 
1  ~  (No. 8396) from Dunbrody, Uitenhage Div.  (Rev. J. A. O'Neil, 
1898). 
Resembling a Segel1t?'in in appearance. 
Oolotlli'.-Oarapace  blackish-brown,  slightly paler in the  middle. 
Ohelicera  reddish-bhtek.  Legs  blackish-brown  to  nearly black, the 
2  posterior pairs paler distally, their  tarsi, and, to  a  lesser extent, 
their metatarsi, pale yellowish, the 2 anterior pairs of  tarsi reddish. 
Abdomen pallid, with a  median  series  of  purplish  spots  above, the 
under surface faintly suffused with purplish and with a dark purplish 
patch posteriorly before the spinners.  Sternum and labium blackish-
brown. 
OctrnlJCwe  as long  as  the tibia and about 1.--{1- of  the  metatarsus of 
first leg, its width just behind the eyes about 1- of  the  length  of  the 
first tibia and mnch shorter than the metatarsus.  Median  eyes in 
close  contact,  their  united  width  slightly  exceeding  their  distance 
from  the laterals,  the posterior row  recUl'ved. 
Legs.-Fourth femur not thicker than the first, its dorsal  length 
more  than  3  times  its  greatest  thickness.  Anterior  tibia  stout, 
nearly cylindrical, its width a little  less than the space  between  the 
posterior  lateral eyes.  Short hairs  on outer upper  surface  of  the 
3  anterior  pairs  of  patellre  and  tibire  slightly  thickened  at  base. 
Metatarsus  1.  considerably  shorter  than  the  tibia.  Spines  as  in 
bilineatct,  n.  sp.,  excepli:  Metc~ta?'SllS  n.  with  2  (sometimes  1) 
superior spines  on  each side, IV.  with  4-5  setre  in ,the  apical  tuft 
and 4  stout spines  below  (including  an  apical  pair);  tibic~ I. with 
3 inner and 3-4 outer superior spines, rI. with 5-6 outer ancl 3 inner 
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3  on  posterior  surface,  IV.  with  3 inferior spines;  femora  I.-Ill. 
with  a  couple  of  dorsal  and  generally  1-2 outer distal  spines,  1. 
also  with  3,  H.-HI. with  1-2,  and IV.  with  1  inner distal  spine. 
Inferior tooth of ohelicem indistinguishable. 
Length 10i, of carapace 4t mm. 
9.  ARIADNA  UMTALICA,  n. sp. 
Specimens.-(a)  1  ~  (No.  12546) from  Baviaanskop, 3 miles east 
of Umtali, Mashonaland (D.  L. Pat1'iok,  June, 1902)  . 
. COI01l1·.-Oarapace  da,rk  brown,  the  ocular  area black;  chelicera 
reddish-black;  abdomen  pallid,  suffused  with purplish; legs  infus-
cated as in dark specimens of bilineata, the 4 distal segments  of  the 
2  posterior  pairs,  however,  reddish-ochraceous  above;  the  anterior 
tibia and metatarsus blackish-rec1;  sternum  anc1  labium  brown, the 
latter paler at apex. 
Canlpace as long as the tibia and i  of  the metatarsus of  iirst leg, 
much narrower in front, its width  behinc1  the ocular area about i  01 
the length of first tibia.  Ocular area as in bilinccltcl. 
Legs.-Anterior legs, especirtlly on the tibire, rather thickly clothed 
with  longish, curved,  black  hairs, the first  tibia  stout, its  wic1th  at 
least equal  to  the  space  between  the  posterior lateral  eyes.  Legs 
otherwise  much  as  in  bilineata,  except:  li1etcltarsus  H.  with  an 
inner basal spine above the inferior row, Ill. with 2 anterior rows of 
2-3 spines and a postero-inferior row of 4-6 spines, IV. with 5 stout 
spines (including an apical pair), the comb with about 8 setre;  tibia 
1. with 4 outer spines  above the inferior  row, HI. with  an  anterior 
upper row of 2 and a posterior lower  row of 3 spines, IV. with 0-1 
inferior  spines; patellcl  I.  with  a  short  external  spine; je?n1l?' IV. 
with 1 inner distal and some c10rsal spines. 
Chelicera with minute distal tooth on lower margin. 
Length 12, of carapace 5 mm. 
(b)  1  ~  from  Kuruman,  Bechuanalanc1  (G.  E.  BeclTe).  Length 
15t mm.  Larger than the type specimen, with c1arker abdomen and 
carapace, the latter as long  as the tibia  and i  of  the metatarsus  of 
first leg;  otherwise apparently not differing from the type. 
10.  ARIADNA  SCABRIPES, n. sp. 
Speoimens.-6 specimens, including several  apparently ac1ult  ~  ~ 
(Nos. 9470, &c.),  from Hanover (S.  C.  C1'omm·ight  SoMeine1'). 
~  ~.  COlO1t1·.--Oal'apace  ochraceous,  its  lateral  margins  not 
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in front  and. blackened  at  the  anterior  margin,  at  least laterally. 
Ohelicera  brown  or  brownish-yellow,  black  at  apex.  Abdomen 
pallid, or the upper surface more or less suffusecl with dark purplish, 
the veutral surface  with a pair of  purplish patches  posteriorly and 
sometimes  one  before  the  vulva.  Legs  almost  uniformly  pale 
yellowish, the anterior  tarsi often darker  than the  other  segments, 
which  are  without  infuscated  marks.  Ooxre  and  sternum  pale 
yellowish,  the  latter  sometimes  partly  purplish;  labium  mostly 
infuscated at base,  pale  yellowish  at  apex. 
Oampace subequal to or almost as long as the tibia and metatarsus 
of first leg, narrowed in front, its width  just behind the ocular  area 
about if that of  the tibia and  subequal to  that of  the  metatarsus  of 
first  leg.  Median  eyes  in  close  contact,  their  distance  from  the 
posterior  laterals generally less  than (sometimes  subequal to) their 
united width. 
Legs  rather  short,  stout,  especially  the  fourth  femur  and  first 
tibia,  the  former  very  distinctly thicker  than  the  first  femur,  its 
dorsal  length  being  only  2~ times  its  greatest  thickness,  anterior 
tibia much stouter than the second pair and somewhat fusiform, its 
width  being  subequal  to  the  space  between  the  posterior pair of 
lateral eyes.  Short hairs  on  the dorsal  sl1rface  and ul)per  part of 
lateral surface of  patellre  and tibire  of  the 3 anterior  pairs  peculiar, 
being very numerous, curved, and  suddenly swollen at the base, the 
long hairs  on  the  segments  normal, the naked strips  on  the dorsal 
surface narrower  than  usual, those  on the  patellre  being  narrower 
than  the  setose  strip  between them.  Metatcwslls  1.  much  shorter 
than the tibia, I. and H. with a single series of  7-8 (rarely 9)  spines 
on each side, rarely with an additional  superior  spine on one of  the 
legs;  HI. mostly with 2 anterior  and 2 posterior rows of 1-3 spines 
each; IV. with  5  (sometimes  only 4)  stout  spines  below, including 
an apical  pair, the apical tnft  composed of  5-7  setre.  Tibia 1. and 
H. with 5-10 spines in the lower rows (the  inner row of  second leg 
composed of  only 3-4 spines), the upper row on each of  3-4 spines 
in I. and 0-3 in H., intermediate spines absent;  lIT. with an infero-
posterior row of  3-4 spines and occasionally with  a  posterior  spine 
in addition, but without anterior spines; IV. with 0-2 inferior spines. 
Patella unspined.  Fe11111tl'  1. with an internal anc1 sometimes  also  a 
dorsal apical spine; n. unspined  or with 1 internal and  1-2 dorsal 
spines; HI. and IV. unspined. 
Ohelice1'a with 3 tiny teeth on superior border  and a  very minute, 
sometimes scarcely distinguishable, apical denticle 011  inferior border 
of inner margin. 
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Synopsis of the South African species (S?  S?)  of A  1'iarlnci 'I' :-
a.  Chelicem  with the n,picn,l  tooth of  inferior mflrgin  of  inner  surfflce  well  de-
velopecl flll(l  fiB  Iflrge flS  the 3 teeth  of  snperior  margin.  Heacl  very brofld  in 
front, its width behind the ocular  area almost equalling the length of  the first 
tibia.  Metatflrsi I. and n. with 2-il rows of  spines  011  eaoh side.  Cape Penin-
sula..  1.  A. rlenti{le1'a"  n. sp. 
b.  Ohelicera with the inferior tooth minute  01'  obsolete, smaller thfln  the  superior 
teeth.  Heac1nal'l'owec1 in front, its width about !hi; of  the length of  first  tibifl. 
Metflhwsi I. find n. with only 1 row of spines on each sic1e  (sometimes with 1-2 
superior spines in a(ldition). 
aT.  Metatarsns of first leg subequal to or longer thfLn the tibifL. 
aO•  Tibia I. with 5-8 spines  above  the inferior row on  efLch  side.  Anterior 
pfLtella not spinec1.  Oflledoh Div.  2.  A. li{lhf:fo()ti, n. sp. 
b'.  Tibifl 1.  with 3-4  spines on eaoh side  above  the inferior row.  Anterior 
pfl,tella spinec1. 
a3.  Width of  both mec1ian 'eyes  together much grefl,ter  than their (lis-
tflnce from posterior Iflteral eyes.  Bushmflnlaml  3.  A. jllbata, 11. ap. 
b3.  Wiclth  of  both  median  eyes  together  not  greater  thfln  thoir (lis-
tfll1Ce from posterior lateral eyes.  Ke11tfl,11i District. 
4.  A. leolbei,  11.  sp. 
b'.  Metatfl,rsus of first leg distinctly shorter than the tibia. 
a4.  Legs  short,  the  length  of  the  first  metn,tfl,l'SUS  being  subequal to the 
width of the hefl,c1  just behi11(l the  eyes,  amI the fOl1l'th  femtu' only about 
2~ times flS  long above flS high.  Oolour yellow.  Hanover. 
10.  A.  scab1'ipes,  n. sp. 
b4•  Legs longer. 
(LS.  Tibifl, I.  with  5-6  superior  spines on outer  aWe.  PateUn, I. spinec1 
internally.  Hanover amI Port Elizabeth  ..  6.  A. ka1'J'ooicl/"  n. sp. 
bS.  Tibia  I.  with only  3-4 superior spines  on  each sic1e.  Patellfl,  not 
spinec1  internally. 
aG•  Patella I. not spinec1 at all. 
a7.  Metatfl,rsus IV. with 1-2 spines below.  Tibia IV. unspined. 
as.  CfI,rapace  flS  long fl,S  the tibht and il of  the metatarsus of 
first  leg.  Cape,  Calec1on,  Stellenbosoh,  Paarl,  n,11(1  MfLl-
mesbury Diva.  5.  A. bilineatcL,  n. sp. 
bB•  Carapace  only fI  little shortel'  than the tibia  and  meta-
tarsllS of first leg.  Cape Peninsula.  7.  A. callen8i,~, n. sp. 
b7.  Metatarsus IV. with 4 stout spines below.  Tibia IV. spinec1 
below.  Uitenhage Div.  .'.  8.  A. se{]e,~t7'ioicles, n. sp. 
b6•  Patella L  spinec1 extel'1lf111y.  Mashonalaml anc1 Bechuanalall(l. 
9.  A. nUltalica,  11.  sp. 
GEN.  SEGESTRIELLA, n. gen.· 
Allied to A1'iaclna,  Aud., but differing in having  the body elongate 
cylindrical, the abdomen obtusely produced beyond the spinners, and 
the fourth pair of legs very short, not reaching hind end of  abdomen 
when stretched out and with the femur very short and stont, strongly 
•  Simon  mentions the occurrence  of  the genus  in South Africa, but does  not 
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swollen  dorsaliy, the width  of  the femur between dorsal and ventral 
edges about  ~ its  dorsal  length ancl  almost twice the width  of  the 
fhst femur.  . 
SEGESTRIELLA  GRYLLOTAuPA,n.  sp. 
1  ~  (No. 11698)  from  Stompn6Us,  St.  Helena Bay,  Malmesbury 
Div.  (3".  E. O.  Goolcl,  1902). 
Oolon?'.-Oarapace brownish red, yellowish at the sides posteriody 
and at hind margin, with some  radiating  infuscate  marks, the  head 
dark  reddish-brown  to  nearly  black.  Ohelicera  black.  Abdomen 
pale yellowish, with the following  purplish-black markings:  A band 
crossing  anterior  end  above  the pedicle  and  extending  backwards 
down each side to middle of abdomen;  a median, moniliform, dorsal 
band,  narrow  in  front  but  broad  behind,  extending  along  whole 
length;  a pair of  large ventral marks in front of  the spinners, each 
sending a faint stripe anteriorly to the posterior spiracles, which are 
joined by a transverse band.  Legs pale  ochraceous, the second pair 
inIuscated on'  dorsal surface  of  femur,  apex  of  tibia, basal  half  and 
apex of  metatarsus and distal half  of  tarsus; the first  pair darker, 
with  brown  tibia,  infuscated  as  in  the  second  pair.  Ooxre. pale 
yellowish.  Sternum yellow, partly blackened.  Labium dark brown 
at base, paler distally. 
Oarapace as  long  as  the tibia, metatarsus  and i of  the  tarsus  of 
first leg, with sinuous lateral margins, narrowed in front and slightly 
constricted  behind the narrowed part,  of  which  the  width  is  dis-
tinctly less  than  the length  of  the  first  tibia.  Ocular  area with 
slightly  recurved  hind  margin,  the  width  of  the  2  median  eyes 
slightly exceeding their distance from  the posteriol' lateral eyes. 
.  Legs with blaCK hairs, the first tibia  stout, its  width equal  to  the 
space between the posterior lateral eyes.  MetMcI!J'8tlS I. as  long  as 
the tibia;  I. and n. with  7-9 spines in each inferior row; IlI. with 
1 inner superior  spine and 1 inner and 3 outer inferior  spines;  IV. 
with 1 apical spine  below and 3-4: setre  in the  comb.  Tibia I.-H. 
with  5-8 spines  in  each inrerior row; I.  also  with 3 outer  and  4: 
inner, and n.  with 0 outer and S inner more  superior  spines;  HI. 
with  2  outer  inferior  spines;  IV.  nnspined.  Patell(J3  uuspined. 
Fmnur  I. with  2-3, n. with  2,  and  HI.  with  0-1  dorsal  spines; 
I.-III. also  with  1 internal distal spine; IV.  unspined. 
Ohelicera with 3 small superior  teeth and 1 minute apical inferior 
denticle. 
Length 10l-,'or carapace 3t, of abdomen 6 mm. ; width of carapace 
2,  of abdomen 2t mm. 
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FAMILY  OAPONIIDATI. 
GEN.  OAPONIA, E. Sim. 
1.  OAPONIA  SPIRALIFERA, n.  sp. 
Specimens.-20  d'  d'  and 28  ~  ~ and -young  (No.  9469,  &c.)  from 
Hanover (S.  O.  01'omv1'ight Schreine?'). 
d'  d'  ~  ~.  Oolo~w.-Oarapace and limbs deep yellow or somewhat 
orange-yellow.  Sternum yellow, with large, roundish-cordate, orange, 
central area, which is more distinctly defined in the J' d'  than in the 
~  ~ ; abdomen pale  yellow, often  with  ventral blackish mark pos-
teriorly in the  ~  ~; the claws, the area containing the median eyes, 
and the base of  each lateral eye black, the  margins  of  the sternum 
with a black or dark  brown  spot at base  of  each  leg  or  at  least  of 
each of the 3 posterior pairs  . 
. Oarapace as long as the tibia, metatarsus, and t-t  of the tarsus of 
first  leg.  Anterior  lateral  eyes  a  little  larger  than  the posterior 
lateral eyes.,  the middle lateral eyes variable, equal to (rarely slightly 
smaller than) the posterior eyes  or  intermediate in size between the 
anterior  and posterior  pair  (very  rarely  subequal  to  the  anterior 
pair). 
Pal  pal  Q1'gan  of J' .-Process of  bulb  curved  somewhat  spirally, 
the outwardly directed basal part rather longish, scarcely thickened 
at the end, which is obtuse ancl rounded (PI. XI., fig.  29); the middle 
portion clavate  distallyand curving outwards  and bearing  a  small, 
simply recurved,  inner, distal  spine,  and sometimes  a  tiny process 
next to it; the distal portion strong, recurved, bifid at apex, the main 
branch short, compressed, obliquely lanceolate and pointed (PI. XI., 
fig.  28),  the inferior  branch longer,  slender, filiform  and subterete, 
the apices of the 2 branches diverging. 
Length of  d'  J'  7-9, of  ~. ~ up to 12t mm. 
2.  OAPONIA  KARROOICA,  n. sp. 
Specimens.-4  J' d'  and  3  ~  ~.  (No.  12876)  collected  at  Matjes-
{ontein,  Worcester  Div.,  by  Mr.  R.  M.  Lightfoot,  my  wife,  and 
myself.  . 
Very  close  to  O.spimlifem,  n.  sp.,  but  differing  slightly in the 
structure of the palpal organ of the d'. 
Oampaoeand06lour  as  in  spimlijera, but  the  abdomen without 
posterior black patch below. 
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short, nearly or  quite rectangular at the  bend (exCelJt  in  one  speci-
men, where it is n,lmost as  in spimlifera);  the middle  part with its 
clavate apex  not or  scarcely curving  outwards  and  bearing a  com~ 
pressed, strongly sigmoid, inner distal spine; the distal incllrved part 
with shorter  apical fork,  of  which the longer inferior branch is  dis-
tinctly compressed  and laminate and about as  broad  as  the  evenly 
pointed shorter main branch (PI.  XL, fig.  30). 
Length  (f J  6t-7t mm.,  ~  up to 9 mm. 
3.  OAPONIA  FORFICIFERA, n. sp. 
Specimcns.-(a)  2  d'  J  (No.  7815)  from  Brandvlei,  Worcester 
Div. (1. Meiring,  W.  F.  P.,  August, 1900). 
Oolow'  as  in the  foregoing  species,  but  the  carapace  and,  to  a 
lesser  extent,  the limbs  more  orange;  abdomen  without  p0sterior 
black patch. 
OampcLce  very  slightly  or  very  distinctly longer  than the tibia, 
metatarsus,  and  tarsus  of  first  leg.  Eyes  as  in  the  foregoing 
spec1es. 
Process of pedijJcLlp with ihe basal part short, scarcely or not at all 
thickened at the bend, which is obtuse and rounded j  clavate end of 
middle part not curving outwards and bearing a lightly curved inner 
spine, which runs  close to the inturned distal part; the latter with 
the  fork  very  short,  scissors-shaped,  both  blades  compressed  and 
subsimilar or the inferior  branch slightly longer  and  narrower  than 
the main branch (PI. XI., fig.  31). 
Length 7 mm. 
(b) 1 J  from the Pass at Avontuur  near Stormsvlei, Swellendam 
Div. (W. F.P.).  . 
(c)  1 J  from  the  rorest  at  Knysna  (W.  F.  P.,  March, 1896). 
Oolour  yellow  (evidently that 6f  a  recently moulted  specimen). 
4.  OAPONIA  BRAUNSI, n. sp. 
1  J  (No. 12905) from Willowmore (Dr.  H. Brauns). 
Olosely allied to the preceding species but larger. 
OaTapaae  dark  orange,  the  central  part  paler  yellowish;  its 
length  equal to  that  of  the tibia,  metatarsus,and about t  of  the 
tarsus of  first  leg. 
Process oJ peclipalp with the basal bend thickened and angular but 
the apical fork sm\111 and nearly as  in Jorficifera, n.  sp.;  the inferior 
branch slenderer than the main branch (PI. XL, fig.  32). 
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5.  CAPONIA  CAPENSIS, n. sp. 
Specimens.-(a)  1  (J'  (No. 12835) from the slopes of  Devil's  Peak 
(W.  F.  P.,  September,  1903)  and  several  ~  ~, all  from  the Cape 
Peninsula. 
(J'.  Closely allied to fm'ficifem,  n. sp., but  differing slightly in the 
form  of  the palpal  organ, the process  of  which  has the basal part 
thickened  at the bend to  form  a  prominent angle, the fork  of  the 
distal part larger, both branches compressed and strongly acuminate 
at the  apex, and the inferior  branch  a  little  longer  than the main 
branch (P1.  XL,  fig.  33). 
Octmpaoe and colmb1' as in fm'ficifeTCb. 
Length 8 mm. 
(b)  2  (J'  (J'  and  several  ~  ~  from  Stompneus,  St.  Helena  Bay, 
Malmesbury  Div.  (J.  E. O.  Goolcl). 
6.  OAPONIA  HAS'.rIFERA, n. sp. 
Specimens.-(a)  2  (J'  3  (No.  12847)  from  Willowmore  (Dr.  H. 
Bmuns,  1903). 
Oampace orange-yellow, paler in the  middle, its length  slightly or 
c1istinctly exceeding that of  the tibia, metatarsus, and tarsus  of  first 
leg. 
Process of peclipalp with the basal part short, more or less angular 
at the bend;  the inner  spine  at  distal  end  of  middle  part  strong, 
acuminate, curved near base;  the main branch of  apical  fork  lami-
nate,  pointed  and  curving  towards  the  inferior  branch,  which  is 
longer,  filiform,  and much  slenderer  (PI.  XI.,  fig.  34). 
, Length 7t mm. 
(b)  1  (J'  and' 1'~  ftom  Dunbrody,  Uitenhage  Div.  (Rev.  J.  A. 
O'Neil,  1899). 
7.  CAPONIA  SIlVIONI,  n. sp.  ' 
1  (J'  and 1  ~  (No.  3310)  from  Worcester  (W. F. P.,  September, 
1896). 
(J'.  Om'apace  orange, its  length a little less than that of  the tibia, 
metatarsus,  and tarsus  of  first  leg; eyes  as  in  all  the  foregoing 
speCles, 
P1'ocess of pcclipalpwith the basal part longish  and strongly pro-
duced at the bend; the inner  spine at distal end of the middle  part 
short,  recUl'ved,  and  rod-like,  with  rather  obtuse  (not  acuminate) 
apex;  ~he distal  part with  the inferior  branch  of  the  apical  fork 
laminate,  broader. than  the  main  branch and itself  bifid  (PI.  XL" 
fig.  35). 
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Synopsis of the species of  Caponia (if if) described above ~: :-
It.  Process of pedipalp bifid at apex, the branches entire. 
It'.  Inturned  distal part  of  process  strongly  recurved  in the direc.tion  of  the 
clavate middle  part  (figs.  29-30).  Carapace shorter than the tibia,  meta-
tarsus,  andtarslls of  first leg. 
n'.  Inner spine at distal end of the clavate middle part of  process simply 
recllrved;  basal part of  process  longish,  obtuse at the bend  (fig.  29). 
Hanover..  1.  O  ..  "pil'nlijera, n. sp. 
b'.  Iune1'  spine  of  mideUe  part of  process  sigmoid; basal part of  process 
short, more angular at the bend (fig.  30).  Matjesfo11tein. 
2.  C.  lcltl'l'ooiclt, n.  sp. 
b'.  Inturneel distal pad of  process not recurved in the direction of the clavate 
middle part (as in figs.  31-34). 
((3.  Apical fork of process small (figs.  31 and 32). 
a4•  Branches  of  fork  more or  less  subsimilar;  basal  bend of  process 
obtuse and ronnded (fig.  31).  Carapace at least as long as the tibia, 
metatarsus,  and tarsus  of  first  leg.  Worcester,  Swellendam,  and 
Knysna Divs.  "  . .  3.  C. fOl'ficifera,  n. sp. 
64•  Inferior branch of  fork  llluch slenderer than the main one;  basal 
bend  of  process  angular (fig. 32).  Oarap[lce  shorter than the tibia, 
metatarsus, and tarsus of first leg.  Willowmore. 
4.  C.  b1'aunsi,  n. sp. 
63.  Apical fork of process larger (figs. 33 a11(1 34).  Oarapace at least as long 
as the tibia, metatarsus, anel tarsus of first leg. 
as.  Branches of fork compressed, nelwly eqmtlly  wide, not converging; 
basal benfl of  process  strongly angular (fig.  33).  Cape and Malmes-
bury Divs.  ..  . .  6.  C.  capen8is,  n. sp. 
b5.  Inferior brtbnch of  fork subulate and much slenderer than the lami-
nate mltin branch, which converges towards it; basal bend of process 
less angular at the bend (fig.  34).  Willowmore and Uitenhage Divs. 
6.  C.  ha~tife1'll, n. sp. 
b.  Process of peelipalp biM at alJex, the inferior branoh being also bifid; basal part 
of process strongly produced outwards at the bend (fig. (5).  Worcestel·. 
7.  C.  simoni, n. sp. 
GEN.  DIPLOGLENA, n. gel1. 
Closely allied to  Ccoponia but with the  carapace (PI.  XI., fig.  37) 
much  more  broadly obtuse  in front  and  with  only 2  eyes  (corre-
sponding to the median pair and  about half a diameter apart);  the 
clypeus many times as  long as an eye's diameter  and strongly con-
vex, being vertical in front  but nearly horizontal behind.  Stel'Uum 
with a short marginal process on each side between the COXffi  of  the 
first  leg  and pedipalp (Pl.  XI., fig.  38).  COXU3  of  pedipalps  much 
*  C.  secunda, Pocock  (Ann.  Mag.  N.  H., ser.  7,  vol.  vi.,  p.  321,  1900),  from 
Grahamstown, and· C.  nat(!len.lis (0. P. Cambridge)  (Ibid., ser. 4, voL  xiv., p. 170, 
1874), from Natal are the only other species  described.  The  ~  ~  appeal'  indistin-· 
guishable from  one  another,  and C.  seollnda  may be  ideiltical with  any of  the 
species described here.  The species figured by E. Simon (Hist. nat. Araign., 2 ea., 
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broader than in  001Jonia  but  the  labium  similar.  Legs  similar  in 
both  sexes  and resembling  those  of  Oaponia,  except  that the first 
pair,  especially  their  tibia  and  femur,  are  much  stouter than the 
second pair. 
Male  with the patella of  pedipalps  longer  than  broad, its  under 
side at least  as  long as that of  the tibia; tibia  constricted  at  base, 
expanding  funnel-shaped  distally,  its  upper  side  longer  than  in 
Oaponia,  being  as  long  as  its  under  side;  tarsus  reniform,  but 
smaller  than in  Octponia;  p  alp al  organ  quite  different,  the  bulb 
having a pair of  shod spinous processes instead of  a very long one . 
. DIPLOGLENA  CAPENSIS, n. sp. 
Sped1llens.-(a) 3  is'r3,  4  ~  ~,  (Ll1d  2  young  (No.  11687,  &c.) 
from  St. Helena Bay, Malmesbury Div. (J. E. O.  Goolcl,  is'  r3  in }\t[ay 
and  June, 1902). 
is'  d'  ~  ~. OOlouT.-Carapace  orange-red  or  orange-yellow;  legs 
yellow;  abdomen  very pltle  yellowish;  sternum  orange,  with dark 
marginal spots. 
Oampcwe as long as the tibia, metatarsus, and t-i of the tarsus of 
first leg. 
Bulb of palpctl or[/an  bearing at its apex 2 shorb spinous processes, 
of  which  one  (usually  sibuated  posberiorly  and curved inwards)  is 
thick and bears a thin rounded lobe under the truncated apex, while 
the  other  (usually  situated  anteriorly  and  curved  outwards)  is 
strongly flattened  and  runs from  a  conically inflated base  (PI. XL, 
fig.  36). 
Length d  6ib.  ~. 7t mp1. 
Also.  ~  ~  of apparently the same species from :-
(b)  Malmesbury (W. F. P., 1897). 
(0)  Cape Peninsula (W.·F.P., 1896):·  ... 
FAMILY  PRODIDOl\HDlE. 
GEN.  PRODIDOMUS,  Rentz. 
1.  PRODIDOMUS  CAPENSIS, n. sp. 
Specimens.-(a)  1  ~  (No.  717)  from  Cape  Town  (TV.  F.  P., 
August,  1896). 
Oolow'  rufesc~nt, the legs paler and more  yellowish than the cara-
pace;  the  abdomen  very pale  yellowish,  the upper surface  tinged 
with pUJ:ple,  especially posteriorly. 
OaTaljcw!! wHh the front margin obtuse and evenly rounded;  h.airs· New· GenercL  and  ,siJl!cies  of South  Afr£can  8pillers.  171 
rubbed off;  ocnlar  area mnch wider than long, the  space between 
the 2 posterio~ eyes slightly exceerling the length of an eye. 
Okelice1'a  large,  strongly  diverging  and  nearly  vertical,  their 
anterior  basal angles  prominent. 
Legs hairy or setose below, at least  distally;  fourth trochanter as 
long as the coxa; two posterior pairs of tibire a,nd metata,rsi with 1-2 
slender apical spines. 
OOXCIJ  of pecZipalps with the process long and slender. 
V1LlVCL  consisting of  a  pair of  oval  cavities,  which  converge  pos-
teriorly  and are  bordered on  the median and posterior  sides  by a 
curved brown ridge;  the median line grooved (Pl. XI., fig.  39). 
Length of trunk 6'8 mm. 
(b)  1  ~  from  Clanwilliam  (Mrs.  W.  N.  O.  Mm'chant)  and  1  ~ 
from  near Rondegat, neal'  Olanwilliam  (0. L. Leipoldt).  Abdomen 
sometimes  entirely  pa,le  yellow.  Anterior  edge  of  carapace with 
numerous fine long hairs. 
(c)  1  ~  from Dunbrody, Uitenhage Div.  (BM),  J.  A.  O'Neil). 
2.  PRODIDOMUS  PURPURASCENS, n.  sp. 
1  ~  (No. 3211) from the northern  slopes of  Devil's Peak (F. Tre· 
leaven,  November, 1897). 
OOlOIL?'  as in capensis,  but the abdomen darker  purple  above  and 
the  carapace  darkened  at  the  edges;  the hairs  on  under  side  of 
abdomen fulvous. 
OCLrapace with fine short hairs; the anterior margin with fine long 
setre, the middle portion before the  eyes  convexly produced;  ocular 
area only a little wider than long, the space  between the 2 posterior 
eyes slightly less than the length of the eyes. 
Ohelicera of moderate size, directed downwards and forwards  and 
only moderately divcrging, their outer margins  only slightly further 
apart  distally than  at base, their width together  considerably less 
than that of widest part of carapace. 
Legs hairy; fourth trochanter as  long as the coxa; two  posterior 
pairs of  tibire and metatarsi with  1-2 fine  apical  spines, the fourth 
tibia also with a mesial spine below. 
OOXCIJ of  lJedipalps  with the process stout and rather short. 
V1Llva  a transverse plate, brown on each side and pallid along  the 
middle, with a pair of dark spots at hind margin; the surface with a 
broad  shallow  depression  bordered postel'iorly  by  the raised hind 
margin, which forms a transverse ridge in middle portion; each end 
of the ridge with a small cavity in front of it (PI. XL, fig.  40). 
Length of trl.lnk 4'8 mm. 172  TntnSCtctions  of the  South  African  Philosophical  Sodety. 
3.  PnoDIDoMuS  SCABElR, n. sp. 
A  ?  and  d'  (No.  3916) from  Prince Albert (TV.  F. P., September, 
1896) .. 
~  (Type).  Pale yellowish, pubescent, the carapace with a fringe of 
long fine setre on anterior margin. 
Anterior margin of campace evenly rounded in front, obtuse. 
Oc~~lCl?' m'ea,  cheliccrct, and COXal  of  pe(Up[~lZJs as in P.  p~l?'Jn6?'aScens, 
11.  sp. 
Legs.-Fourth trochanter subequal to (or a trifle shorter than) the 
coxa;  tibhe of  posterior  legs  with  slender  basal, mesial, and apical 
spines below, the posterior metatarsi with mesial and apical spines. 
Vulvc~ forming a broad, flat,  brown plate, presenting in  spirits  the 
appearance of PI.  XI., fig.  41,  and  provided at its hind margin with 
a pail' of twin tubercles, in front of which are a pair of tiny holes. 
d'.  Carapace  and  limbs  rnfescent.  Upper  surface  of  body  and 
especially  the  limbs  scabrous,  with  short,  stout,  rod·like  hairs  or 
spinules, the lower surface with finer hairs. 
posterior legs  without mesial or basal spines on the segments. 
Peclipcblps.-Tibia appearing triangular from above, the outer distal 
angle  produced  and  deeply  bifid  at  apex.  Palpal  organ  sharply 
aculeate  at  apex  (PI.  XL,  fig.  42). 
Length of trunk  ?  2i,  d'  3 mm. ( 173 ) 
EXPLANATION  OF  PJ..lATE8  X.  AND  XI. 
FIG. 
1.  Au.l'illlllR "chrillcd, n. sp. 
2.  "  Ni/rl/tiellx,  n. sp. 
. 3.  "  IOllllipcx,  n.  Sp ......  . 
4.  l'xellI/all.'ri'lII11.< ]lallitln  .• , n. >lp •.• 
i"i.  8te[lOllllP)IIIH  (~({III1H, n. sp ......  . 
6.  "  tentO'l'iicllZa,  n.  ap. 
7.  Atlanea rl/riefllLta.,  n. sp. 
8.  Seotll1)I'U ,1ilRdafll., n. sp. 
I),  Dl'CSNCl'lI.,  lIlIl/ltstieep',  n. Sp.  .. 
10.  "  lal ice1l1<,  n. Rp. 
11.  ,c;"!JtlllieH  mllllflllll', n. Rp .....•• 
12.  "  ly"o.ellll, n. Hp .•••••• 
13.  "  tl'iallflu1(t'cm, n. sp ... 



















"  I  I 
test wlo,  11.  sp ........  . 
"  " 
lIuaZ,li,  n. sp.  . ......  . 
)W/'/'ooica, n. sp ......  . 
,·a.tfl'<!,  n. sp.  . ......• 
"eel ri, n. sp ..........  . 
lanceulatlt, n.  sp. 
elimbet7ue, n. sp.  . ... 
24.  DI'1/musa silvicola, n. Sp. 
25.  "  "  "  26.  "  prod  LW ta,  n. sp ......  . 
27.  Ariadna ka?1'ooica,  n. sp ......  . 













"  "  klLI'l'ooica,  n. sp ..•.... 
/ol:lic(fel'(t, n. sp.  . ..  . 
brauns;, n. sp ........  . 
capensis, n. sp.  .. i  .. 
hast(fe'l'll, n. 9p ......• 
35.  "  .qimoni, n. sp ........  . 
36.  Diploillella cllpellsi  .• , n.  Sp. 
37. 
313.  " 
" 
"  " 
"  "  3\!.  Pl'o£liclOlllllR  Crlpell.;R,  n. Rp. 
" 
jJlIl'pll/'UsceIlS,  n. sp. 
" 
scabel', n. sp ......  . 
" 
!J  !l 














"  Left pl1lp of  "  fro111  outel' Hide. 
Vulva. 




"  Left palp of  ,,; a, from side;  b,  from front. 
Left palp  of  "  seen  partly from  Qutel'  side 
and partly frOril fl'ont. 
PLA'fE XI. 
Under side of abdomen of  ~. 
Left pl1lp of  cl'  fl'om upper ~jde. 
Epigastric area of  ~ . 
Left palp of  "  from outer side. 
Palpal organ ami tl1l'SUS  of  right pedipalp  of 
"  from fron t. 
Right palpaJ organ of  d'  from below. 
"  "  " 
"  "  " 
"  "  " 
"  "  " 
"  "  " 
"  "  " 
"  "  "  Carapace. 
Antel'ior pnrt of stel'l111m  and mouth pl1rt8. 
VulvI1. 
" 
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